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Classification is one of the most important problems in the theory of CA. For instance, assessing how CA
design choices impact the generated dynamics requires an overview of the types of dynamics that can
occur. Nevertheless, an overview and critical comparison that includes works from the last five years
is currently lacking. This paper provides such a structured overview, where firstly classifications based
on the CA’s rule table are considered, and secondly classifications based on the space–time pattern
generated by a CA.

The review indicates that most currently available classification schemes are limited to elementary
cellular automata and highlights the existing dichotomy in CA research: theoretical research focusing
on analytical results from topological dynamics and the theory of computation on the one hand,
experimental research focusing on the statistical properties of the simulated space–time patterns on
the other hand.
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1. Introduction

Classification is one of the most important problems in the
heory of cellular automata (CA) [1]. It entails the study of the
eatures, similarities and differences between the behavior of
ifferent CA and how they can be grouped ultimately into classes.
uch classifications play an important role by allowing one to
tudy and make generalizations about discrete, homogeneous
roups of objects [2]. Without consensus on the classification of
bjects within a certain field of research, knowledge accumula-
ion and meta-analysis are impeded [3]. For instance, assessing
ow CA design choices impact the generated dynamics requires
n overview of the types of dynamics that can occur. Furthermore,
good classification facilitates the search for ‘interesting’ rules in
CA rule space, which is an important focus in CA theory [4,5].
Yet, a review of the most important CA classifications and

ecent advances therein is lacking. This review aims to give such
n overview. The most important classification schemes as well
s their strengths, weaknesses and connections will be critically
eviewed and mutually compared.

. Preliminaries

.1. Definition

An N-dimensional k-state cellular automaton consists of an
nfinite N-dimensional regular lattice with discrete state variables

at each site, which can take on k possible values [6]. The site

2

states are updated synchronously in discrete time steps using the
states of the neighborhood sites at the previous time step. The
CA rule is the dynamical system’s evolution rule and implements
the local dynamics by defining the way in which each possible
neighborhood configuration is mapped to any of the k possible
alues a site can take.
Below we give a more formal definition that will be used

hroughout this paper.

efinition 2.1.1 (Cellular Automaton). A cellular automaton C can
e represented as a sextuple

= ⟨T , S, s, s0,N, Φ⟩ ,

where

(i) T is a countably infinite regular tessellation of an n-
dimensional Euclidean space Rn, consisting of sites ci, i ∈ Z.

(ii) S is a finite set of k states, often S ⊂ Z.
(iii) The output function s : T × Z → S yields the state value

of site ci at the tth discrete time step, i.e. s(ci, t).
(iv) The function s0 : T → S assigns to every site ci an initial

state, i.e. s(ci, 0) = s0(ci).
(v) The neighborhood function N : T →

⋃
∞

p=1 T
p maps every

site ci to a finite sequence N(ci) =
(
cij
)|N|

j=1
, consisting of

distinct cells. |N| denotes the size of the neighborhood and
is independent of ci.

(vi) The function φ : S|N|
→ S governs the dynamics of site ci,

i.e.

s(c , t + 1) = φ
(
s̃(N(c ), t)

)
,
i i
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where s̃(N(ci), t) =
(
s(cij , t)

)|N(ci)|
j=1 . φ is often called the local

update rule.

The space of all possible configurations of a D-dimensional
CA is denoted by SZ

D
. The local update rule φ induces a global

transition function Φ : SZ
D

→ SZ
D
on SZ

D
.

Each of the definition’s components are now discussed in more
detail.

2.2. Neighborhood and boundary conditions

The neighborhood function N constructs a subset Ni ⊂ T that
contains those cj ∈ T that are considered ci’s neighbors. Common
choices in the two-dimensional case are the von Neumann neigh-
borhood and the Moore neighborhood. The former contains ci and
its immediately adjacent neighbors, whereas the latter contains
ci and all of its immediately and diagonally adjacent neighbors.
More extend neighborhoods, possibly shaped differently, can be
defined as well [7–9].

In theory, the CA tessellation is infinite. When simulation the
CA, however, the tessellation is necessarily finite. Denoting the
number of sites in the finite tessellation of a D-dimensional k-
state CA as |T |, the number of possible CA configurations is also
finite and equal to k|T |. Throughout this paper, periodic boundary
conditions will be used as those tend to have a limited effect on
the behavior of the CA [10].

2.3. The state space S

The set S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk} contains all k possible states that a
site can take. Often addition modulo-k is used on S, in which case
the elements of S are often labeled by elements from the integers
up to k − 1: S ≡ Zk−1 = {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}.

A state q ∈ S is called quiescent whenever a neighborhood
consisting solely of q-values is mapped to q, i.e. φ(q, q, . . . , q) = q,
where φ is the local update rule.

2.4. Local update rule

The transition function is often called the CA ‘‘update rule’’.
Given the number of states k and the size of the neighborhood |N|,
the set of all possible CA rules is denoted by Dk

|N|
. It has cardinality

kk
|N|

, since the number of possible neighborhood configurations
is k|N|. A CA rule is often specified by its rule table, obtained
by listing all possible neighborhood configurations along with
their corresponding update values. For one-dimensional k-state
CA, the neighborhoods can be considered as |N|-digit base-k
numbers. Usually these neighborhoods are listed in descending
order of their base-k value. Dk

|N|
denotes the rule space of a

one-dimensional CA unless stated otherwise.
A well-studied CA family are elementary cellular automata

(ECA), for which k = 2 and |N| = 3. For ECA, the rule space
is D2

3 with cardinality 223
= 256. Any rule in D2

3 is specified
by an eight-bit string. Typically, Wolfram’s numbering system is
used [11]. Given their importance in CA theory, we list below the
most important types of CA rules.

2.4.1. Totalistic CA
In totalistic CA rules, the state at site i only depends on the

sum (modulo k) of all the sites in its neighborhood, so

s(ci, t + 1) = φi
(
s̃(N(ci), t)

)
= Ω (σi) , (1)

where σi =
∑

|N|

j=1 s(cij , t). Alternatively, if the site value depends
on both the sum of all states in its neighborhood and its own
state (e.g. Conway’s Game of Life [12]), the CA rule is called
outer-totalistic [11].
3

2.4.2. Legal CA rules
Usually, the number of valid CA rules decreases significantly

by placing some restrictions on the possible rules. CA rules sat-
isfying these restrictions are called legal rules. As a first possible
restriction, only rules that have a quiescent state are considered
legal. When S ⊂ Z, the quiescent state is customarily chosen to be
0. Quiescence gives rise to the useful concept of so-called ‘finite
configurations’. A CA configuration C is finite when all but a finite
number of sites in C are quiescent.

As a second restriction, only rules that are symmetric under
reflection and rotations are considered legal. This means that
neighborhood configurations that are equivalent under rotation
and reflection of the CA lattice will map to the same state. Of the
256 ECA, only 32 fulfill the quiescence and symmetry conditions.
This review will deal mainly, but not exclusively, with legal CA
rules since the dynamics generated by illegal rules is generally
not physically meaningful.

2.4.3. Simple, complex and additive CA rules
When examining the evolution of a CA from an initial configu-

ration that contains a single non-zero site (a single seed), different
behavioral classes can be defined [11]. Certain CA maintain this
initial non-zero value forever without change, while other CA
cause the initial value to propagate uniformly to nearby sites. CA
rules that exhibit these kinds of behavior are called simple. On
the other hand, complex CA rules generate non-trivial self-similar
patterns when evolved from a single seed.

Additionally, some CA rules have the property of additive
superposition, which means that

s(ci, 0) = a(ci, 0) ⊕ b(ci, 0) ⇐⇒ s(ci, t) = a(ci, t) ⊕ b(ci, t), (2)

for all ci and t > 0. This superposition differs from the linearity
that is found in some continuous systems, since the addition ⊕ is
not the regular addition defined on R, but addition modulo k. CA
satisfying this additive property are often easier to analyze [11].
For binary rules, additivity can be proven on the basis of their rule
table entries [13]. In this way, it can be shown that k|N| rules of
the kk

|N|

possible rules are additive. In the case of ECA, this yields
only eight additive rules: the simple rules 0, 170, 204 and 240
and the complex rules 60, 102, 90 and 150. All of the latter are
dynamically equivalent to either rule 90 or rule 150.

2.4.4. Equivalent CA rules
Since the states in S are merely labels, relabeling S does not

yield a dynamically different CA rule. Similarly, rules that can be
transformed into each other under reflection or rotation of the
CA lattice are also considered equivalent. When considering all
possible relabelings and reflections (and combinations of both)
the number of non-equivalent ECA rules drops to 88 of the
original 256.

In addition, one can define other transformations on a CA
rule space that preserve certain dynamical or language theo-
retical properties. An overview of such transformations and the
equivalence relations they induce can be found in [14].

2.4.5. Reversible CA rules
In general, CA time evolution is irreversible: a configuration

can have multiple predecessors. Yet, it is possible to construct
reversible rules [15] and the degree of irreversibility depends on
the CA family.

The number of predecessors of a certain configuration is called
the in-degree of the configuration. Configurations that have no
predecessor are called Garden of Eden configurations. They can
only occur as initial configurations. The density of Garden of Eden
states in the space of all possible CA configurations is called
the G-density [4]. It is therefore a useful measure for the CA
irreversibility.
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.5. Review scope

Extensive simulation led Wolfram to propose the first CA
lassification in 1984, based on a visual inspection of the evolved
pace–time patterns [16]. Wolfram’s classification is qualitative in
ature and lacks a formal definition. This prompted Culik and Yu
o propose a formal definition of Wolfram’s classes and show that
uch a classification is in fact undecidable [17]. This result may
e generalized to any classification based on the evolved space–
ime patterns, as the long-term behavior of a CA is generally
ndecidable.
Section 3 describes Wolfram’s classification in detail because

t was at the basis of many subsequent works. The properties
f each class are described as well as the most important ex-
ensions and variations of this classification that will be used
hroughout this review. Wolfram’s classification is rather qual-
tative in nature. In order to quantitatively characterize a CA
ule, a summarizing parameter is needed. We therefore review in
ubsequent sections other classifications and assess their merits
nd shortcomings.
A good CA classification divides a rule space into partitions

ith meaningfully related properties. In general, there are two
ypes of CA classifications. The first type is based on the CA’s rule
able. Such a rule-table classification is often called genotypic. This
is the topic of Section 4.

The second type is based an inspection of the space–time
patterns the CA generates, often called a phenotypic classification.
In this case, there are again two options. A space–time classi-
fication based on an inspection of the patterns generated from
a single initial configuration is called a local classification. Local
parameters are discussed in Section 5. Local parameters generally
depend on the initial configuration, and so they are not uniquely
determined for a certain CA rule. Often they are be computed as
a function of a certain parameter that characterizes the statistical
properties of the initial configuration [18].

On the other hand, space–time classifications that are based
on an inspection of the CA’s behavior over all possible initial
configurations, are called global classifications. Global parameters
are discussed in Section 6.

The distinction between rule-table and space–time classifi-
cations is meaningful, as CA with very similar rule tables may
behave quite differently, while CA with very different rule tables
may behave (practically) identically [19].

Throughout this review, it is kept in mind that since the
long-term behavior of CA is undecidable, any CA classification
is ultimately undecidable. This undecidability implies that no
single parameter can be used to discriminate between all classes.
Furthermore, when deciding which class certain rules belong
to based on a parameter, one must choose a set of thresholds.
This makes the classification dependent on the rather subjective
choice of thresholds. It is therefore important to consider the
relative advantages and disadvantages of different classifications
for various purposes.

Similar reviews of CA classification schemes have been con-
ducted in the past, but so far these have been less comprehensive
as they generally focus on a theoretical description of their global
properties [20,21]. Other reviews attempt to be more comprehen-
sive, but limit themselves to providing an overview of how the
space of ECA rules is subdivided by the different classifications,
without providing a motivation for them or subjecting them to a
critical comparison [22].

3. CA behavioral classes

3.1. Wolfram’s behavioral classes

One of the most important CA classifications is due to Wol-

fram [16]. It was the first attempt to classify CA according to

4

their behavioral features. It bears significant historical importance
and still serves as the basis for most currently employed clas-
sifications. Unless stated otherwise, the term ‘class’ will denote
Wolfram’s classes in this paper. Wolfram conjectured that all CA
can be assigned to one of four behavioral classes. His classification
is based on the qualitative features of the space–time patterns.
The first three classes have analogues in continuous dynamical
systems.

• W1: CA evolution leads to a constant homogeneous final
state (homogeneous limit points).

• W2: CA evolution leads to a constant inhomogeneous final
state or periodic structures (inhomogeneous limit points
and limit cycles respectively).

• W3: CA evolution leads to chaotic structures (strange attrac-
tors).

• W4: CA evolution leads to long transients and complex
structures. This class supports CA rules with exceptional
properties such as computational universality. There is no
direct analogue to continuous dynamical systems, but there
are some similarities with soliton waves and Prigogine’s def-
inition of far-from-equilibrium dissipative structures
[23–25].

An alternative formulation of Wolfram’s classification is based on
the growth rate of a pattern generated from a finite initial con-
figuration [26], while yet another formulation of the classification
looks at the effects of small changes in the initial configuration on
the evolved configurations [26].

3.1.1. Class I
Class I CA rules yield a homogeneous state after a finite num-

ber of time steps (Fig. 1a and b). For nearly all initial configura-
tions, the CA evolves to a limit point in the space of all possible CA
configurations SZ. This means that these CA are highly irreversible
since any information contained in the initial configuration is
lost. The fraction of initial configurations that deviate from this
approaches zero as the lattice size grows.

3.1.2. Class II
The space–time diagrams generated by Class II CA rules con-

tain simple stable or periodic structures for nearly all initial
configurations (Fig. 1c and d). The information contained in the
initial state is not completely lost, since the density of certain
sequences in the initial configuration determines the statistical
properties of the final configuration. This means that these CA
effectively act as information filters. Small (local) changes to the
initial configuration have only a local effect. There exist initial
configurations that yield unbounded growth, but the fraction of
those tends to zero as the lattice size tends to infinity.

3.1.3. Class III
Class III CA rules yield chaotic, aperiodic structures for nearly

all initial configurations (Fig. 1). An equilibrium state of the sta-
tistical properties of the CA is reached exponentially with time. In
general, these statistical properties are the same for all initial con-
figurations. However, some CA rules result in defects consisting
of a group of sites that deviate from the statistical properties of
the equilibrium state. The number of such defects decreases with
time as t−1/2 [16], which implies that the transients for these CA
ules will be significantly longer.

Typical for one-dimensional Class III CA is the appearance
f triangular clearings of all sizes in the generated space–time
attern from a disordered configuration, and analogous patterns
or higher dimensions (Fig. 1e and f). Evolution from a single
on-zero site typically yields self-similar fractal structures in
he large time limit. Both behaviors indicate spatial correlations,
hich signifies the appearance of self-organization during the CA
volution.
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Fig. 1. Space–time patterns generated by a Class I, II and III ECA evolving from both a single seed (a, c, e), and a random initial configuration (b, d, f).
Fig. 2. Four examples of space–time patterns generated by a Class IV CA (totalistic rule 20, k = 2, r = 2) evolving from 4 different random initial configurations.
.1.4. Class IV
Class IV CA rules yield particularly interesting space–time

atterns for certain initial configurations. Stable and propagating
tructures can be identified in these space–time patterns (Fig. 2).
lass IV is characterized by the emergence of interacting long-
ived structures during CA evolution, which is sometimes called
he emergence of ‘‘glider dynamics’’ [4].

A CA can be regarded as a purely computational construct [27].
ome Class IV CA rules have the unique property of being compu-
ationally universal [28,29], i.e. Turing-complete. Unfortunately,
his fact places important limits on the predictions that can be
ade regarding the behavior of the CA. More precisely, as the
alting problem states that it is impossible to decide whether
5

an arbitrary program will run forever or finish running, given its
description and input data, the time evolution of a computation-
ally universal CA is undecidable. This means that, given an initial
and final pattern, there exists no algorithm that can determine
whether the final pattern will ever appear in the time evolution of
the initial pattern, when evolving according to a computationally
universal CA rule. This indicates that there is a certain level of
unpredictability inherent to CA that belong to Class IV, even when
only looking at their statistical properties. To further complicate
matters, there exists no general purpose algorithm to determine
whether an arbitrary CA is computationally universal. Still, for a
specific CA, one can attempt to identify structures supported by
the CA that are necessary for it to be computationally universal
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28,29]. Some authors have claimed that some CA from Class I, II
r III might support universal computation [22].
The behavior of Class IV rules exhibits a mixture of stability

Class I and II) with respect to some local configurations and
nstability (Class III) with respect to others, which provides some
lass IV rules with the necessary requirements to both store and
ransmit information, yielding computational universality [18].
he fact that Class IV rules lie in a transition region explains why
hese rules are relatively rare and the set of all Class IV rules has
easure zero in Dk

|N|
.

In the case of ECA, there are four equivalence classes exhibit-
ng Class IV behavior. These are {110, 124, 137, 193}, {54, 147},
106, 120, 169, 225} and {41, 97, 107, 121}, from which rule 110
as been proven to support universal computation [28]. Whether
r not rule 54 and its equivalents support universal computation
emains an open problem [30]. More interesting Class IV rules,
uch as Conway’s computationally universal Game of Life, can be
ound in larger rule spaces [12]. Note that since finite CA have
finite number of possible configurations, they cannot support
niversal computation since they are only capable of simulating
subset of all possible computable functions.

.2. Variations of Wolfram’s classification

Wolfram’s classification was the first attempt at identifying
niversality classes for CA behavior. The more recent qualitative
ehavioral CA classifications are variations of Wolfram’s classifi-
ation.

.2.1. Li–packard classification
With the goal of better distinguishing between locally and

lobally chaotic behavior, Li and Packard extended Wolfram’s
lassification by splitting Class II into three separate classes [31]:

• LP1: CA evolution leads to a homogeneous final state.
• LP2: CA evolution leads to a fixed final state that remains

invariant after applying the CA rule once.
• LP3: CA evolution leads to a two-cycle final state that re-

mains invariant after applying the CA rule twice.
• LP4: CA evolution leads to an L-cycle final state that remains

invariant after applying the CA rule L times.
• LP5: CA evolution leads to chaotic structures.
• LP6: CA evolution leads to long transients and complex

structures.

simplified version of this classification by merging LP3 and LP4
nd dropping LP6 consists of four behavioral classes [32]:

• SLP1: CA evolution leads to a homogeneous final state.
• SLP2: CA evolution leads to a fixed final state that remains

invariant after applying the CA rule once.
• SLP3: CA evolution leads to a periodic final state.
• SLP4: CA evolution leads to chaotic structures.

s a more detailed classification, the Li–Packard classification is
ften used instead of Wolfram’s classification in recent works
10]. In addition, the Li–Packard classification is preferred when
ttempting to classify CA rules using machine learning approaches
33,34].

.2.2. Order and chaos
A meaningful classification of CA is often obtained by dis-

inguishing CA rules leading to order from those leading to
haos [27]. The former ultimately leads to a constant or peri-
dic final state, corresponding to Class I and II in Wolfram’s
lassification. Chaotic behavior indicates that CA evolution leads
o chaotic structures, corresponding to Class III in Wolfram’s
lassification. CA in the transition region between order and chaos
nduce time evolutions leading to complex interacting structures,
orresponding to Class IV in Wolfram’s classification.
6

.2.3. Culik–Yu classification
Culik and Yu show that in general, it is undecidable which

lass a CA belongs to, even for Class I and Class II CA [17]. This
s partially due to the dependence of the space–time pattern on
he initial configuration [35,36]. Furthermore, a full behavioral
haracterization requires knowledge of all configurations that will
ccur during the CA’s time evolution, which is impossible due to
he halting problem [17]. For example, Mazoyer et al. showed that
t is undecidable whether a one-dimensional CA will evolve to the
ame fixed point for every finite initial configuration [37]. Because
o single classification scheme correctly predicts the CA behav-
or for all initial configurations, any formalization of Wolfram’s
lasses will classify a CA by its most complicated behavior [38].
The classification by Culik and Yu is defined hierarchically

ince each class contains the previous one as a subset [17]. Often,
ecidability properties of CA time evolution are employed by
ormalizations of Wolfram’s classification, such as the one of
ulik–Yu, as follows

• CY1: CA evolution ultimately leads to a homogeneous final
state.

• CY2: CA evolution ultimately leads to a periodic final state.
• CY3: CA for which it is decidable whether any configuration

x will ever evolve to the configuration y, for all possible
configurations x and y.

• CY4: All CA.

olfram’s classification is useful for identifying universality
lasses in CA behavior and it will take a central role throughout
his paper, yet the undecidability associated with the Culik–Yu
lassification indicates that it should be kept in mind that there
s a significant amount of fuzziness associated with any kind of
A classification scheme.

. Rule table classification

In this section some of the most important parameters that
an be derived from the CA rule table will be discussed. This
able is of crucial importance for analyzing CA behavior, since
t describes the CA dynamics [39,40]. In this way, the average
A behavior over all possible initial configurations can be pre-
icted, which is often called dynamics forecasting. As mentioned
n Section 1, predicting the long-term behavior of CA is undecid-
ble [17]. This means that forecasting the dynamics of a CA for
n arbitrary initial configuration can only ever be done approxi-
ately. Conversely, CA with certain behavioral characteristics can
e obtained by constructing CA rules whose rule table parameters
all within a certain range. Rule table parameters also have the
dvantage of being low effort computations.

.1. Dk
|N|

As a hypercubic space

Rule table parameters are useful because they impose a struc-
ure on Dk

|N|
, the set of all possible rules. These should define a

etric that partitions Dk
|N|

into regions characterized by a similar
ynamics. Before moving on to such parameters, first a different
ay to impose a structure on Dk

|N|
is discussed. Any rule in Dk

|N|

an be written as a string of length k|N|: (tk|N|−1 . . . t1t0), with ti ∈

. The set of all such strings is a subset of a k|N|-dimensional grid.
his subset has the same size along each of the k|N| dimensions
f the grid, so it can be identified with the k − k|N|-dimensional
ypercube [32]. This notation means that the hypercube is k|N|-
imensional, where each edge is subdivided in k− 1 equal parts.
n the case of binary CA, the subset simply becomes the k|N|-
imensional unit hypercube or the k|N|-hypercube. Every vertex
n the hypercube therefore represents a CA rule. The Hamming
istance defines a natural metric on the k − k|N|-dimensional
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Fig. 3. 88 independent ECA rules along with their connecting edges, grouped by (a) homogeneous limit point rules, (b) inhomogeneous limit point rules, (c) periodic
ules and (d) chaotic rules [32].
ource: Courtesy of Wentian Li and Norman Packard.
D

ypercube. When sticking to rules from different equivalence
lasses, the hypercubic space reduces to the folded hypercubic
pace [32]. Elements from the lattice point group and elements
rom the set of possible relabelings of S provide two different
ays to fold the original hypercubic space so that equivalent rules
re folded onto each other.
As an example, the elementary rule space D2

3 corresponds to
he 2–8-hypercube or the eight-bit unit hypercube. Every ECA
ule (t7t6t5t4t3t2t1t0) specifies eight coordinates defining a vertex
n the hypercube. Fig. 3 shows all 88 independent ECA rules along
ith their connecting edges. Here the rules are grouped into four
lasses: homogeneous limit point rules (Class I), inhomogeneous
imit point rules (Class II), periodic rules (Class II) and chaotic
ules (Class III). Wolfram’s Class II is split in two classes since
t contains the majority of the rules, while Class IV rules are
rouped in whichever class they have the most connecting edges
ith, since there are only three independent Class IV ECA rules.
ithin each class, rules are grouped on according to the fraction
f neighborhoods mapping to 1, denoted by p.1
The homogeneous limit point rules form a three-dimensional

ube (Fig. 3a). The inhomogeneous limit point rules are divided
n two sets, connected only by rule 172 and rule 44 (Fig. 3b). The
eriodic rules (Fig. 3c) form a highly interconnected cluster, with
he level where p = 3/8 is the most populated. Periodic rules
4 and 108 are disconnected from all other periodic rules. The
haotic rules (Fig. 3d) are also divided into two groups, connected

1 Note that p is equal to Langton’s parameter in the binary case.
7

only by rule 90. Rule 73 spawns a small third group completely
disconnected from the first two.

It is conjectured that the conclusions for D2
3 , can be general-

ized to arbitrary spaces Dk
|N|

[32], but the size of such rule spaces
hinders a visual representation. Nevertheless, it is clear that the
Hamming distance yields a metric that successfully partitions D2

3
in different behavioral classes, so an extension of this approach
to more general rule spaces may yield interesting results.

4.2. Langton’s parameter

One of the most established rule table parameters is Langton’s
parameter, denoted by λ and defined for a certain quiescent state
q ∈ S by

λ =
k|N|

− nq

k|N|
, (3)

where nq is the number of neighborhood configurations that map
to q [27]. Clearly, λ lies in the unit interval.

It gives the fraction of neighborhood configurations that do not
map to the quiescent state. If q = 0, λ measures the activity in
the CA rule table. Hence, λ divides Dk

|N|
into k|N|

+ 1 subsets:

k
|N|

=

1⋃
λ=0

Pλ, (4)

where Pλ is the subset of Dk
|N|

containing all rules whose Langton

parameter equals λ, which has cardinality
(

k|N|

|N|

)
.

λk
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When λ = 0, all neighborhood configurations map to the
zero state and there is no activity in the CA. Conversely, when
λ = 1 − 1/k, the activity is maximal and a complex space–time
pattern tends to occur. When λ > 1−1/k, more ordered behavior
occurs once more. The λ = 1 − 1/k line is called the symmetry
line. A similar reasoning holds for 1 − 1/k < λ ≤ 1. For a fixed
and |N|, a systematic traversal of Dk

|N|
can be accomplished by

varying λ from 0 to 1. Langton uses this method to traverse CA
rule spaces with k ≥ 4 and |N| ≥ 5 [27]. His results indicate that
λ partitions Dk

|N|
in subsets that roughly correspond to Wolfram’s

behavioral classes (Fig. 4) [27].
For values of λ between approximately 0 and 0.20, most

neighborhood configurations map to the zero state, implying
low activity and a homogeneous final state that is reached after
a short transient. This corresponds to Wolfram’s Class I. The
transient length increases with λ. For values of λ lying roughly
between 0.20 and 0.55, increased dynamical activity is possible.
This yields periodic structures after a transient, corresponding
to Wolfram’s Class II behavior. Both the period and transient
length increase with λ. When λ approaches 0.50, the transient
length increases dramatically. When λ reaches 0.55, the transient
behavior effectively becomes the steady state.

For values of λ lying roughly between 0.55 and 1−k−|N|, most
neighborhood configurations will map to a non-zero state, yield-
ing unbounded growth. There is significant dynamical activity
that leads to chaotic structures, corresponding to Wolfram’s Class
III behavior. The length of the transients now decreases with λ to
such an extent that when λ reaches (1 − 1/k) = 0.75, chaotic
behavior is reached after a single time step. When λ > 0.75, the
symmetry line is crossed and more ordered behavior is reached
once more. Between 0.75 and 1, the same process as described
above occurs in reverse. This indicates that as λ is varied between
and (1 − 1/k), a phase transition between ordered (Class I and

I) and chaotic (Class III) behavior takes place.
The fact that the transient length diverges and reaches a max-

mum near the phase transition region often occurs near phase
ransitions and is called critical slowing down [41]. In this sense,
omplex structures generated by Class IV rules are an example
f a critical phenomenon occurring during a second order phase
ransition [42]. Essentially, λ can be understood as the degree of
on-linearity in the CA, which explains the transitions between
olfram’s classes as bifurcations [18].
It is clear that although λ is a very basic parameter, it reveals
great deal about the structure of the CA rule space. It also
rovides a scalar index for Dk

|N|
that can be used to search for the

exceptional Class IV rules. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
λ distinguishes ordered from chaotic behavior only for relatively
large values of k and N , so ECA are poorly classified by λ [16].
Besides, rules in the same equivalence class can have different λ
values upon relabeling the states in S, which is counter-intuitive.
Nevertheless, λ bears significant historical importance in the the-
ory of CA. Furthermore, it is often associated with the idea that
computation occurs at the edge of chaos and as such, it is used
when attempting to design complex systems that are capable of
computation [43–46].

4.3. Mean-field parameters

Due to its simplicity, Langton’s parameter is a very coarse
approximation of the dynamical behavior of CA. Mean-field pa-
rameters provide a similar but more detailed way to characterize
CA behavior. Again, the mean-field parameters are defined for a
certain quiescent state q ∈ S, i.e.

Mi =

∑
c1c2 ...c|N| having

[
φ(c1c2 . . . c|N|) ̸= q

]
, (5)
i non-q values

8

Fig. 4. Langton’s parameter λ divides Dk
|N|

into subspaces roughly corresponding
to Wolfram’s behavioral classes [27].

where the summation goes over all neighborhoods that contain
i non-q values. From this definition, it is clear that Langton’s
parameter is the average of the mean-field parameters, that is

λ =

∑
|N|

i=0 Mi

k|N|
. (6)

The mean-field parameter Mi gives the number of neigh-
borhood configurations that contain i values differing from q,
hile at the same time mapping to a non-quiescent state them-
elves, with i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |N|} and Mi ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,

(
|N|

i

)
}. The

set of mean-field parameters {M0,M1, . . . ,M|N|} is called the
mean-field cluster [32].

The mean-field cluster can take
∏

|N|

i=0

(
|N|

i

)
possible values. This

implies that the mean-field parameters divide Dk
|N|

into
∏

|N|

i=0

(
|N|

i

)
subsets:

Dk
|N|

=

⋃
{M0,M1,...,M|N|}

PM0,M1,...,M|N|
, (7)

where PM0,M1,...,M|N|
is the subset of Dk

|N|
containing all rules with

mean-field cluster
{M0,M1, . . . ,M|N|}. This subset has cardinality

∏
|N|

i=0

((|N|

i )
Mi

)
.

In the case of ECA, this yields 64 mean-field clusters. Comple-
mentation of an ECA rule with mean-field cluster {M0,M1,M2,M3}

yields an equivalent ECA rule with mean-field cluster {1−M3, 3−

M2, 3 − M1, 1 − M0} [32]. These clusters are equivalent since the
underlying rules have equivalent dynamics, which reduces the
number of independent clusters to 36. CA in the same mean-field
cluster will generally demonstrate similar behavior.

When characterizing ECA by their mean-field cluster, the de-
tails of which neighborhoods map to 1 are ignored, so that we
only retain from the rule table how many neighborhoods contain-
ing a certain number of ones will map to 1. Langton’s parameter
ignores even more details, only retaining how many neighbor-
hoods map to 1, and as such being less informative than the
mean-field cluster.

The size of the mean-field cluster scales linearly with |N| + 1,
while the size of the rule table scales exponentially with k|N|. The
mean-field cluster provides a multi-dimensional index for Dk

|N|
,

which allows for a similar but more accurate partition of Dk into

|N|
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ubspaces with behavioral features similar to those discussed in
ection 4.2 [32].
Li and Packard used the mean-field parameters to partition the

CA rule space D3
2 and identify transitions between Wolfram’s

lasses similar to bifurcations in the theory of dynamical sys-
ems [32]. Furthermore their partitioning highlighted the impor-
ance of the mean-field parameters M3 and M0, which correspond
to the first and the last entry of the rule table respectively. This
explains the peculiar inter-class transitions when changing the
first bit, which occur when considering the ECA rule space as a
hypercubic space (see Section 4.1).

Applying a similar analysis to more general rule spaces might
provide interesting insights, but since the cardinality of Dk

|N|
in-

creases exponentially with k and |N|, a complete characterization
of the entire rule space would become impractical, instead re-
quiring a description of the rule space in terms of some statistical
properties. Nevertheless, as a set of uncorrelated parameters, the
mean-field parameters are useful, for instance when it comes to
training a neural network to forecast the dynamics of a CA based
on its rule table [33,34].

4.4. Z-reverse parameter

The Z-reverse parameter was defined byWuensche [47]. When
using an algorithm to sequentially construct the predecessor of
a certain configuration, Z is defined as the probability that the
next site value of the predecessor that is filled in is deterministic.
A low Z value therefore indicates a high number of predecessors
for any arbitrary configuration, yielding highly irreversible and
ordered behavior. On the other hand, a high Z value indicates
a low number of predecessors for any arbitrary configuration,
yielding a low degree of irreversibility and chaotic behavior. The
Z-parameter is connected to Langton’s parameter (λ ≥ Z [33])
and fulfills a similar role, with both parameters varying between
0 (ordered behavior) and 1 (chaotic behavior). In addition, the
Z-reverse parameter has proven useful when investigating CA-
based encryption methods since such methods generally depend
on reversing chaotic CA rules [48,49].

4.5. µ-sensitivity

The so-called µ-sensitivity is a rule table parameter that has
been defined so far only for binary CA as the average number
of changes in the output of the state transition function φ by
changing the state of just one site in the neighborhood [39]:

µ =
1

|N| k|N|

∑
c1c2...c|N|

|N|∑
q−1

∂φ

∂cq
. (8)

Here
∂φ

∂cq
is the Boolean derivative of φ, given by [50]

∂φ

∂cq
=

{
1, if φ(c1 . . . cq . . . c|N|) = φ(c1 . . . cq . . . c|N|)
0, otherwise.

(9)

In this way, µ varies between 0 and 1/2. Similarly to Langton’s
parameter and the Z-reverse parameter, a low µ value indicates
ordered behavior while a high µ value indicates chaotic behav-
ior [39]. This is to be expected since chaos is associated with a
sensitive dependence on the initial conditions, which is precisely
µ tries to quantify. Yet, as opposed to he Langton parameter, µ
does not distinguish between the central bits and the bits near
the edges of the rule table, which often play a critical role when
it comes to forecasting CA dynamics, as revealed by analyzing D2

3
using the mean-field parameters (see Section 4.3).

Note that in addition to forming the basis for the definition of
µ, the concept of Boolean derivatives on CA provides a useful tool
9

Fig. 5. Partition of D2
3 by λ and µ [53].

in the dynamical systems approach to studying CA, as it allows for
the definition of Lyapunov exponents in a CA context while also
facilitating the control of CA [51,52].

Binder used λ and µ to partition D2
3 (Fig. 5) [53]. This dia-

gram shows the simplified Li–Packard classes (see Section 3.2.1)
in (λ, µ)-space, considering only rules obeying the quiescence
condition. Furthermore, since the fraction of exceptional rules
such as the identity rule becomes negligible for larger rule spaces,
such rules are removed from the diagram as well. The diagram
indicates that each class forms a connected and convex set in the
(λ, µ)-space [53]. Furthermore µ facilitates the distinction of SLP2
nd SLP3 from SLP4, a task where λ sometimes fails.
Finally, it should be noted that λ is likely not the best choice to

onsider alongside µ for such a diagram, since both parameters
eem to encode partially the same information regarding the rule
able. Such a correlation between different rule table parameters
s important to keep in mind when considering them jointly. This
s confirmed by the correlation analysis of Weinert for the most
elevant rule table parameters [54].

Finally, it should be noted that µ is defined for binary CA,
ut an extension to k-state CA can be envisaged and might yield
nteresting insights regarding the classification of such CA.

.6. The obstruction parameter

Recall from Section 2.4.3 that a binary CA rule is additive if its
ule table satisfies

i + xj = xi+j, (10)

here xi denotes the ith entry in the rule table, the addition is
odulo-2 and i+j is obtained by converting both i and j to binary
umbers, adding them site-wise modulo-2 and converting the
esult back to decimal form. Bearing this in mind, the obstruction
arameter Θ is now defined for binary CA as [55]

=
1

22|N|

2|N|
−1∑

i,j=0

xi + xj + xi+j. (11)

Hence, it gives the fraction of pairs of neighborhoods on which
the CA rule is additive. In this sense it is a measure of the degree
of additivity of a CA rule. In the case of ECA, Θ can take on five
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ifferent values and therefore divides D2
3 in five subspaces char-

cterized by Θ-values of 0 (additive rules), 9/32, 5/16, 3/8 and
1/32. Once more Θ is defined solely for binary CA. Furthermore,
hile Θ characterizes the degree of non-additivity of a CA rule,

t distinguishes poorly between the dynamical regimes in D2
3 , as

Class I, II and III all contain rules that are additive [39,40].

4.7. Kolmogorov complexity

A central concept in algorithmic information theory is Kol-
mogorov complexity. It is denoted by K φ(y|x) and defined as

K φ(y|x) = min{l(p), φ⟨p, x⟩ = y}, (12)

where K φ(y|x) gives the length of the shortest program p provid-
ing y as output when given x as input, and run on a universal
Turing machine φ [56]. Usually x is the empty string. Further-
more, φ is usually dropped from the notation as switching from
one Turing-universal programming language to another will alter
the Kolmogorov complexity by at most an additive constant in-
dependent of y. In this case, the Kolmogorov complexity of y can
simply be denoted by K (y). In the context of CA, a rule in Dk

|N|

constitutes a string of length k|N| over an alphabet Σ .
The Kolmogorov complexity is an interesting measure that is

in many ways similar to entropy. Complexity in the rule table
is reflected in the space–time patterns that the rule tends to
generate. A string (or CA rule) is Kolmogorov random when the
shortest program generating it is at least as long as the string
itself, since this indicates a complete lack of patterns or structure
in the string. Langton found that the most chaotic CA occur near
λ = 1 − 1/k [27], while it was indeed shown that random rules
occur near (but not precisely at) λ = 1−1/k [57]. Furthermore, it
has been shown that the complexity of the coarse-grained space–
time patterns of a CA reaches a maximum when the Kolmogorov
complexity of the rule is maximal [58].

In contrast to the other parameters discussed in this sec-
tion, the Kolmogorov complexity is not computable, but is ap-
proximable from the definition above. Since the program-size
complexity of a string is the ultimate compressed version of
that string, compression algorithms such as Lempel–Ziv based
algorithms are used to estimate the Kolmogorov complexity [59].
The length of the resulting compressed string yields an upper
bound for the Kolmogorov complexity [60].

Compared to the other parameters, the Kolmogorov complex-
ity has the advantage that it is suitable for arbitrarily large rule
spaces, yet very few studies of the Kolmogorov complexity of
CA rule tables have been conducted. In addition, the Kolmogorov
complexity has proven useful to arrive at certain theoretical
results regarding the topological dynamics of CA [61].

4.8. Comparison of rule table parameters

De Oliveira et al. proposed eight desirable properties that a
rule table parameter ought to have when used to forecast CA
dynamics [39]:

i. Rules from the same equivalence class should have the
same parameter value.

ii. No distinction should be made between the states in a
parameter definition.

iii. The parameter should define a metric that partitions the
rule space into regions characterized by a similar dynamic
behavior.

iv. Any parameter definition should be amenable to general-

ization for any rule space.

10
Table 1
Reviewed rule table parameters versus desired properties of rule table
parameters according to De Oliveira et al. [39].
Parameter i ii iii iv v vi vii viii

λ x x x
mean-field x x x x x x
Z-reverse x x x x x x
µ x x x x x x x x
Θ x x x
K x x x x x x x x

v. The focus in the parameter definition should be a measure
of the rule’s capacity to characterize some type of change.
The rule probability to exhibit a specific type of dynamic
behavior is associated with its capacity to operate on an
initial configuration, taking the CA to a more orderly or
more chaotic behavior. This capacity is directly related to
the ability (or inability) of the rule to entail some kind
of temporal or spatial change perceived in the patterns
generated by the CA.

vi. The parameter should have the ability to support a relative
discrimination between dynamic regimes.

vii. The parameter should take into account all the cells that
compose the neighborhood.

viii. The parameter should have sufficient granularity.

Table 1 summarizes the properties satisfied by the rule table
parameters discussed in this section. Clearly λ and θ perform the
worst in this sense, whereas µ and K perform best. Yet K has
the drawback of not being exactly computable. The drawbacks
of λ are most evident for low k and N , as mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.2. Even though λ is historically significant, there exist more
informative parameters that facilitate forecasting CA dynamics.
The mean-field parameters improve upon λ, as they have the
additional properties (ii), (iii), (v) and (vii).

New rule table parameters have been constructed specifically
to satisfy all of the above criteria. In this way, De Oliveira et al.
defined the neighborhood dominance, activity propagation and
absolute activity parameters [40]. Yet, most of them do not pro-
vide any additional insights for what concerns the classification
of CA, but together with the parameters listed in Table 1 they
provide a large set of parameters characterizing a certain CA rule.
Together, these can serve as the input vector to a machine learn-
ing algorithm designed to automatically classify CA in certain
behavioral classes. Such a machine learning-based classification
has proven to be one of the most efficient ways to classify ECA
based on their rule table [33,34]. However, to this day this ap-
proach has not been investigated in the context of more general
rule spaces.

5. Local properties

5.1. Space–time parameters and complexity

The parameters discussed in Section 4 often require a large
leap of intuition to go from the simple CA rule table to the re-
sulting space–time pattern. In contrast, the approaches reviewed
in this and the following section are often more intuitive since
they are inferred from the evolved space–time patterns.

Applying a CA rule to an initial configuration results in a
specific space–time pattern. This can be characterized by a local
parameter, so named since it generally depends on the initial
configuration. Alternatively, a CA rule can be characterized by a
parameter derived from all possible space–time patterns that a CA
ule can generate. Such a parameter is called a global parameter
ince it characterizes the average CA behavior over all possible
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nitial configurations, similarly to the rule table parameters from
ection 4. Local parameters will be discussed in this section, while
lobal parameters are the focus of Section 6.
Since space–time parameters are derived from observed CA

ehavior, they are not suitable for forecasting CA dynamics, un-
ike rule table parameters, but merely give a means to character-
ze and classify CA. It is interesting to instead consider space–time
arameters as a function of rule table parameters, as this allows
he identification of bifurcation-like phenomena in the rule space
k
|N|

. Indeed, drastic changes in CA behavior can be detected by
sudden changes in those space–time parameters. In a certain
sense, a bifurcation analysis was already performed in Section 4.
There, qualitative changes in CA behavior were investigated by
varying a given rule table parameter. In this section, space–
time parameters will be used to perform a similar but more
quantitative and detailed analysis.

Many of the parameters discussed here can be interpreted
s measures of the complexity of a space–time pattern. Com-
lexity is a ubiquitous concept in many areas of science [62],
hough an exact definition is lacking. Most complexity measures
uantify complexity by considering the amount of ‘randomness’
n a system. Some of the most important complexity measures
uantifying randomness are the Rényi entropy, Kolmogorov com-
lexity [56], logical depth [63], effective information content [64],
hermodynamic depth [65], effective measure complexity [66]
nd regular language complexity [67]. A different approach starts
y recognizing that neither completely ordered nor completely
andom systems exhibit an interesting structure. Genuine com-
lexity in the sense of ‘interestingness’ lies in the transition
egion between ordered and random systems, as was already
entioned in Section 4. There it was shown that complex Class

V rules generally occur in the phase transition region between
lass II and Class III. Some of the most important measures
hat aim to capture complexity in the sense of ‘interestingness’
re the effective complexity [68], statistical complexity [69], and
redictive information [70].

.2. Evolution from simple, finite and random seeds

As local parameters depend on the initial configuration, it is
ecessary to work with standardized initial configurations when
orking with classifications based on local parameters. Regard-

ng the choice of the initial configuration when computing local
arameters, there are three options. The first involves a single
on-zero (i.e. non-quiescent) site at the center of the lattice [11],
eferred to as a simple seed and discussed in Section 5.2.1. The
econd option uses a finite array of non-zero sites at the center
f the lattice, referred to as a finite seed, discussed in Section 5.2.2.
he third option uses random configurations, where the probabil-
ty that a certain site has value Si ∈ S is 1/k. Such a configuration
s called a random seed, discussed in Section 5.2.3. Having stan-
dardized initial configurations facilitates the comparison of the
space–time patterns generated by different CA rules, which in
turn permits the classification of CA based on local parameters.

5.2.1. Evolution from a simple seed
In this case, there are k − 1 options for the possible initial

onfiguration.
Evolution from a simple seed makes it possible to categorize

very ECA in one of five classes [71]:

• Evolution to zero (0): After a single time step, a homoge-
neous zero configuration is reached (Fig. 6a).

• Finite growth (F): The non-zero site evolves into a periodic
pattern of finite size. In the case of non-symmetric rules,
such a pattern shifts uniformly left or right on the lattice
(Fig. 6b).
11
• Periodic patterns (P): The non-zero site evolves into a
periodic pattern of infinite size (Fig. 6c).

• Sierpiński patterns (S): The full space–time pattern consti-
tutes the fractal Sierpiński triangle (Fig. 6d).

• Complex patterns (C): No simple structure is discernible in
this case. Instead, evolution of the initial condition leads to
the emergence of complex structures that are difficult to
summarize (Fig. 6e).

There is some agreement between these classes and Wolfram’s
classes (Section 3): 0 with Class I, F and P with Class II, S with
Class III and C with Class IV. This agreement is not complete since
Wolfram’s classification is based on the behavior of CA starting
from random initial configurations [11].

Letting h(t) ∈ SZ denote the configuration at time t that
volved from a simple seed, the space-filling ratio can be defined
s [71]:

[h(t)] =
#1[h(t)]
2t + 1

,

here #1[h(t)] denotes the number of 1’s in h(t). The space-filling
atio has a maximal value of 1.

.2.2. Evolution from a finite seed
The space–time patterns evolved from a finite seed by the

ame ECA rules from Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7. None of the pat-
erns are qualitatively different when compared to the evolution
rom a simple seed, aside from rule 36. In addition, the pattern
xhibits self-similarity for features that are large compared to the
ength of the finite seed [11].

Braga [72] proposed an ECA classification based on the growth
ate of patterns emerging from finite seeds as follows:

• B1: The limit configuration of a CA evolving from a finite
seed has length zero.

• B2: The limit configuration of a CA evolving from a finite
seed has a constant length.

• B3: The limit configuration of a CA evolving from a finite
seed is constantly growing in length.

or ECA, this classification is decidable from the rule table, so the
ong-term behavior of the ECA can be predicted on this basis.

.2.3. Evolution from a random seed
Fig. 8 shows the space–time patterns evolved from a random

eed for each of the five rules whose simple seed pattern was
lso shown in Fig. 6, together with the random seed space–time
attern of rule 122. Here, it is interesting to look at the spectrum
f emerging triangles for Class III rules which obey the following
istribution for large n [11]:

(n) = l−n, (13)

here T (n) denotes the frequency with which triangles of base
ength n occur. It turns out that l = 4/3 for non-additive Class
II rules (e.g. rule 122) and l = 2 for additive Class III rules (e.g.
ule 90). Furthermore, l is independent from the probability that
certain site will have value 1 in the initial configuration. A uni-
ersal triangle spectrum of the form l−n indicates that triangles
f all sizes occur, but there is no self-similarity.
The triangle density T(i)(n) considers the entire space–time

attern. Individual configurations can be characterized by their
equence density Q(i)(n), defined as the density of sequences of
ength n, all with value i [11]. Whenever a random fluctuation
ives rise to a sequence of n sites with value 0, the quiescence
ondition 000 → 0 causes a triangular clearing with base n to ap-
ear. This yields the following relationship between the sequence
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Fig. 6. Space–time patterns for some ECA rules evolved from a simple seed.
Fig. 7. Space–time patterns for some ECA rules generated from a finite seed of length 10.
Fig. 8. Space–time patterns for some ECA rules generated from a random seed.
12
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Fig. 9. Graph of #1(n) for all ECA n up to rule 128 [11].

ensity and the triangle density in a space–time pattern [11]:

(0)(n) =

∞∑
j=n

2 T(0)(j)
j

. (14)

or large t , Q(0)(n) has a similar exponential form as T(0)(n), which
s again largely independent of the density of zeros in the initial
onfiguration.

.3. Mean-field theory

Mean-field theory provides a way to study CA configurations
y drastically reducing the number of degrees of freedom in
certain CA configuration. This is done by taking an average
ver all degrees of freedom. Given a CA rule φ ∈ Dk

|N|
and site

alues S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk}, let p(N, t) denote the probability
hat any three neighboring sites in the CA configuration at time
will constitute the neighborhood N , while #Si (φ) and #Si (N)
enote the number of Si-entries in the rule table of φ and the
eighborhood N respectively. The graph of #1(n) for all ECA n up
o rule 128 (Fig. 9) shows significant drops when the last couple
f digits in the rule table of the ECA are 1 except for the very last
igit.
A CA configuration can be characterized by its average density

f a certain Si value, i.e. the probability that a certain site in the
onfiguration will have value Si. Then, ρSi (t) denotes the density
f Si-values in the CA configuration occurring at time t . The
robability of observing a certain neighborhood N at time t is

(N, t) =

k∏
i=1

(ρSi (t))
#Si (N)

, (15)

hich reduces to

(N, t) = (ρ1(t))#1(N)(1 − ρ1(t))#0(N). (16)

n this approach, CA configurations are considered completely
andom, characterized by their densities ρSi (t). However, CA con-
figurations are not random since the CA time evolution gives rise
to spatial correlations, which implies that a neighborhood N is
more or less likely than expected on the basis of ρSi (t). The mean-
field approximation neglects these spatial correlations, so that the
density of Si-values at a certain time step can be determined by

ρSi (t + 1) =

∑
N ’s having

p(N, t) (17)
update value Si

13
=

∑
N ’s having

update value Si

k∏
i=1

(ρSi (t))
#Si (N)

. (18)

Given an initial configuration characterized by (k − 1) densities
ρSi (0), this yields a set of (k − 1) recursive equations to calculate
the mean-field approximation. This approach is similar to how the
rule table based mean-field parameters discussed in Section 4.3
characterize each neighborhood by the density of non-quiescent
site values, ignoring the specific neighborhood structure.

In the case of ECA, Eq. (18) reduces to:

ρ1(t + 1) =

∑
N ’s having

update value Si

(ρ1(t))#1(N)(1 − ρ1(t))#0(N). (19)

In the equilibrium limit, this yields ρ1(∞) = 0 for legal Class I
rules. Class II rules will often have ρ1(∞) proportional to the den-
sity of a certain sequence in the initial configuration, indicating
they act as a filter [11].

Class III and IV rules are more complicated. In general, these
rules yield equilibrium densities that are independent of the
initial densities [11]. The equilibrium condition ρSi (t + 1) =

Si (t) together with Eq. (18) allows to compute this equilibrium
ensity:

1 =

∑
N ’s having

update value Si

ρ
#1(N)
1 (1 − ρ1)#0(N). (20)

he resulting (k − 1) equations in {ρS1 , ρS2 , . . . , ρSk−1} are called
he master equations. In the case of ECA, a single polynomial
quation in ρ1 is obtained:

1 =

∑
N ’s having

update value Si

ρ
#1(N)
1 (1 − ρ1)#0(N). (21)

Fig. 10 shows the space–time patterns of five ECA rules start-
ng from five different random seeds, along with their corre-
ponding mean-field curves. The mean-field curves show the
eft-hand side (the diagonal) and the right-hand side of Eq. ((21)).
he intersection of these lines indicates the occurrence of a fixed
oint, where we can find the equilibrium density. Since ∂ρ1/∂t =

/∂t (ρ1(t + 1) − ρ1(t)), the fixed point is stable, marginally sta-
le or unstable when the derivative of the polynomial at the fixed
oint is smaller than 1, equal to 1 or greater than 1 respectively.
A number of interesting observations can be made from Fig. 10.

A evolving to a homogeneous fixed point have a single stable
ixed point at the origin. The derivative of the polynomial at
he origin is zero, indicating that any excitation will eventually
ie out. CA evolving to an inhomogeneous fixed point have a
ingle marginally stable fixed point at the origin. The derivative
f the polynomial at the origin is one, indicating an excitation
ill neither grow nor decay. The mean-field approximation is not
uitable for determining the equilibrium density in this case, since
his density will generally depend on the initial configuration.

Periodic and chaotic CA have an unstable fixed point at the
rigin and a stable non-zero fixed point. Between Li–Packard
lasses LP2 and LP3, a bifurcation has occurred. The fixed point
t the origin is now unstable, since a single non-zero site in the
nitial configuration will multiply in the subsequent time steps.
he stable fixed point provides a good estimate of the equilibrium
ensity. ECA rule 110 has an unstable fixed point at the origin
nd a stable non-zero fixed point. However, complex ECA rules
o not illustrate the typical mean-field curve of Class IV rules,
ue to their simplicity.
Fig. 11 shows the mean-field curve of the Game of Life, which

rovides a more representative example for Class IV rules. A sta-
le fixed point occurs at the origin. An unstable fixed point occurs
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Fig. 10. Space–time patterns (left) and corresponding mean-field curves (right) for some ECA.
ear ρ1 = 0.2, which indicates that complex non-equilibrium
ehavior tends to occur around this point. Finally, a stable fixed
oint occurs near ρ1 = 0.37. However, not that in practice, an
quilibrium is never observed for the Game of Life.

.4. Local structure theory

Gutowitz introduced the local structure theory of CA, which
s a generalization of the mean-field theory approach presented
n Section 5.3 [19,73]. It has been used to study spatially ex-
licit models in sociology [74], evolutionary game theory [75,76],
synchronous CA theory [77], and ecology [78].
Local structure theory of order n describes a CA configura-

ion by specifying the density (or probability) of each of the
14
kn possible blocks of length n in the configuration. The first
order approximation involving ρ0(t) and ρ1(t) is equivalent to the
mean-field theory approximation. The second-order approxima-
tion involves ρ00(t), ρ01(t), ρ10(t) and ρ11(t) and so on. Each CA
configuration is specified by a total of kn − 1 independent den-
sities/probabilities. The probability that a certain neighborhood
occurs and the update equation for densities are given by Eq. (15)
and (18).

For the second-order approximation, the probability a certain
block with size |N| + 1 occurs is:

p(N = S1 . . . S|N|+1, t) =

∏
|N|

i=1 ρSiSi+1 (t)∏
|N|

, (22)

i=1 ρSi (t)
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Fig. 11. Mean-field curve of the Game of Life [12].

where a single block probability in the second-order approxima-
tion is given by ρSi (t) =

∑
Sj

ρSiSj (t). The update equations for the
densities now become

ρSiSj (t + 1) =

∑
N ’s having

update value SiSj

p(N, t). (23)

The mean-field approximation ignores spatial correlations.
Since self-organization is an essential feature of CA, this is a
significant limitation. The second-order approximation is a first
step towards taking these spatial correlations into account. Be-
sides, higher-order approximations account for correlations over
a longer distance with an increasing accuracy [73]. If the dif-
ferences between two CA can only be resolved on the basis of
spatial correlations beyond a distance of n sites, then these CA
are considered to be in the same class of order n [19].

5.5. Two-point correlation function

Local structure theory refines mean-field theory by accounting
for spatial correlations. The two-point correlation function, which
is complementary to the mean-field approximation provides a
simple measure of these correlations [11]:

C (2)(r, t) = ⟨s(ci, t)s(ci+r , t)⟩ − ⟨s(ci, t)⟩⟨s(ci+r , t)⟩, (24)

where the average is taken over all lattice sites. In the case of
binary CA, a slightly different definition is often used:

C (2)(r, t) = ⟨s(b)(ci, t)s(b)(ci+r , t)⟩ − ⟨s(b)(ci, t)⟩⟨s(b)(ci+r , t)⟩, (25)

where s(b)(ci, t) = 1 if s(ci, t) = 1, and s(b)(ci, t) = −1 if s(ci, t) =

0.
The emergence of spatial correlations during CA time evo-

lution indicates self-organization, which occurs in irreversible
systems when they settle around an attractor. This means that,
in general, the two-point correlation function will be maximized
for ordered CA since they are highly irreversible. On the other
hand, smaller (but non-zero) values occur for chaotic CA because
they are only slightly irreversible.

5.6. Difference patterns

It is interesting to investigate how the space–time pattern
evolved from a random seed changes when a single site is changed
in the initial configuration. Subtracting (modulo-k) the corre-
sponding site values of one space–time pattern from the other
yields the difference pattern ∆s(ci, t) = s0(ci, t) − s∗0(ci, t), where
s0 denotes the initial configuration, s∗

0 the perturbed initial con-
figuration, ∆s the difference pattern and subtraction is modulo-k.
Equivalently, in vector notation, we have ∆s(t) = s(t) − s∗(t).

The single site that is perturbed in the initial configuration is
referred to as a defect. The difference pattern indicates how such
15
a defect propagates. The rate at which this happens is called the
difference pattern spreading rate. Due to the local nature of CA
dynamics, the difference pattern constitutes a widening ‘defect
cone’, meaning that the maximal difference pattern spreading
rate is |N| − 1 sites per time step.

For binary one-dimensional CA, the time evolution of the
difference pattern can be written recursively using the Boolean
Jacobian matrix J (s(t), t) [51]:

∆s(t + 1) = J (s(t), t) ∗ ∆s(t), (26)

where ∗ denotes the usual matrix multiplication but where the
regular summation is replaced by summation modulo-2. J (s(t), t)
contains the Boolean partial derivatives of the transition function
φ : S|N|

→ S, i.e.:[
J (s(t), t)

]
ij =

∂s(ci, t + 1)
∂s(cj, t)

(27)

=

{
1, if φ

(
s̃(N(ci), t)

)
= φ

(
s̃j(N(ci), t)

)
0, otherwise,

(28)

where s̃j(N(ci), t) is the set obtained by replacing s(cj, t) by s̄(cj, t)
n the set s̃(N(ci), t).

Whether or not a change at site cj propagates to site ci de-
ends on the entire neighborhood N(ci), which is why J (s(t), t)

depends on the configuration s(t). Given the nature of the Boolean
derivatives, this approach applies to binary CA only.

Fig. 12 shows the difference patterns of ECA rules from each
of Wolfram’s classes when a single site value in the center of
the random seed is perturbed. The difference pattern spreading
rate for Class I and Class II CA is zero, indicating a weak sensitive
dependence on the initial configuration. In this case, there is no
defect cone. On the contrary, Class III CA often yield a differ-
ence pattern spreading rate that is maximal, and hence a strong
sensitive dependence on initial conditions, which is typical for
chaotic systems [79]. Finally, Class IV CA yield a highly variable
difference pattern spreading rate that fluctuates between both
extreme values (Fig. 12).

The sum of all elements of the difference pattern at a certain
time step yields the Hamming distance H(t) between two config-
urations that evolved from initial configurations differing only in
a single site:

H(t) = dH
(
s(t), s∗(t)

)
(29)

=

∑
i

∆s(ci, t). (30)

Due to the local interactions there is a clear upper bound on this
distance. For one-dimensional CA it holds that H(t) ≤ (|N|−1)t+
for all t . As expected, Class I and Class II rules are stable to small
erturbations while Class III is unstable. Finally, Class IV rules
ield highly irregular and unpredictable behavior in response to
erturbations, with H(t) being significantly lower than for Class
II rules.

.7. Lyapunov exponents

Lyapunov exponents are an important tool in the theory of
ontinuous dynamical systems [80,81], but as a consequence of
heir discreteness the extension to CA is not straightforward.
iven an n-dimensional continuous dynamical system with evo-
ution equation ẋ = f (x), two trajectories that are initially
eparated by an infinitesimally small separation δ0 will diverge
t a rate

δ(t)| ≈ eΛt
|δ0|, (31)

here Λ is the Lyapunov exponent. The rate of separation of
wo infinitesimally close trajectories generally depends on the
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Fig. 12. Difference patterns for ECA rules 32, 76, 90 and 54 respectively, evolving from a random seed perturbed at its center.
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rientation of the initial separation vector δ0. The phase-space is
-dimensional, so there are n different orientations of δ0, yielding

a spectrum of n different Lyapunov exponents {Λ1, Λ2, . . . , Λn}.
he largest Lyapunov exponent is called the maximal Lyapunov
xponent (MLE). A randomly chosen δ0 will virtually always have
t least some component along the direction associated with the
LE. This means that any two infinitesimally close trajectories
ill diverge at an exponential rate when the MLE is positive, as
he effect of the positive MLE will dominate over the effects of
he negative Lyapunov exponents.

.7.1. Lyapunov exponents of CA
The definition of Lyapunov exponents relies on tools from

ifferential calculus, which are not directly applicable to CA since
he state space SZ is fully discrete. Consequently, two separate
iewpoints emerged for what concerns Lyapunov exponents of
inary one-dimensional CA.
The first viewpoint was suggested by Wolfram, who defined

hem empirically by looking at the average propagation veloc-
ty to the left and right of the difference pattern [16]. This
dea was later formalized for binary one-dimensional CA by
hereshevsky [82], and further refined and extended to higher-
imensional CA by other authors [83–85]. This approach yields
he left and right Lyapunov exponents Λ+(x) and Λ−(x).

The second viewpoint is more similar to the familiar notion
f Lyapunov exponents as the exponential divergence rate of
earby trajectories. Denoting the Hamming distance between two
onfigurations whose initial configuration differs by a single site
y H(t), we already know from Section 5.6 that this distance
rows at most linearly with time, it is not a suitable metric to
efine exponential divergence in SN .
Bagnoli et al. resolved this issue for binary one-dimensional

A by considering the number of ways in which defects can
ropagate to a certain time step, instead of simply considering
he number of defects at a certain time step [51]. They define the
amage vector n(t) as the vector whose ith entry contains the
umber of ways in which the initial defect can propagate to site
i in t time steps. The evolution of n(t) then becomes:

(t + 1) = J (s(t), t)n(t), (32)

here the regular matrix multiplication takes place. It is clear
hat the total number of ways in which defects can propagate to
16
ime step t , given by the sum of all entries in n(t) and denoted
y ϵ(t), can grow exponentially with time.
Considering ϵ(t) instead of H(t) provides a way to meaning-

ully define the exponential divergence of trajectories in SZ. This
an be used to define Lyapunov exponents in the context of CA
n a similar way as for continuous dynamical systems. The sign of
uch a Lyapunov exponent induces a useful CA classification.

.7.2. Lyapunov profiles of ECA
The MLE as defined by Bagnoli et al. [51] discards the in-

ormation regarding the distribution of defects in n(t) [86]. A
ore detailed approach considers a one-dimensional finite CA of
ize N as an N-dimensional dynamical system and introduces a
inite-time spectrum of N Lyapunov exponents as follows [86]:

(T ) =
1
T
log(n(T )), (33)

where the log is applied element-wise. The elements ofΛ(T ) may
be understood as the time-averaged exponential rates by which
the number of defects grows in the CA sites. Now the MLE can be
defined as the largest element of Λ(T ) [86].

In addition to perturbing a single site in the initial configura-
tion, one can also introduce a topological perturbation by slightly
altering the lattice topology. This yields the topological Lyapunov
exponents of the CA [87]

The normalized Lyapunov profiles of different ECA rules are
shown in Fig. 13. Class III rules 90 and 150 have positive λ-values
across the entire spectrum, which indicates that the defect cone
widens at a maximum speed. This is not the case for rule 30,
which has Λi(T ) > 0 for i ⪆ −2300 and Λi(T ) = −∞ for
i ⪅ −2300. This indicates that rule 30 has an asymmetric defect
cone propagating to the right at maximum speed but propagating
to the left at a lower speed. This yields an MLE that does not occur
at the site where the initial defect was introduced. Rule 90 has a
smaller MLE than rule 150, indicating that the intensity is lower
for rule 90. The normalized Lyapunov profiles of Class IV rules 106
and 110 are asymmetric and show one or two sharp phase tran-
sitions. Class II rules generally allow a defect to propagate only
within a small region, yielding Λi(T ) = −∞ almost everywhere
except in a few sites. However, certain exceptional Class II rules
(6, 25 and 38) can give rise to non-trivial profiles [86]. Rule 25 is
the only Class II rule having a non-zero profile across the entire
spectrum. Other Class II rules yield a profile that is smaller and
more narrow than that of Class III and IV rules.
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Fig. 14. Compressibility of Class III ECA rule 146 starting from a random seed (left) and from a simple seed (right) [88].
.8. Kolmogorov complexity

In Section 4.7, we introduced Kolmogorov complexity as a
ompression-based measure to characterize the rule table, but it
an also be used to characterize the complexity of CA configura-
ions. In this setting, a string of infinite length over the alphabet

or in the case of CA, a string of length kN , is compressed.
he complexity of a CA configuration s(·, t) ∈ SZ is denoted by

K (s(·, t)). The compressibility ratio γCR (s(·, t)) of a configuration
c is then defined as K (s(·, t)) /l (s(·, t)), where l (s(·, t)) is the
uncompressed length of the configuration [88].

The resulting graphs of γCR versus time are often very irregular
(Fig. 14). For this reason, the Kolmogorov complexity is often
estimated for the set of all configurations occurring in a space–
time pattern up to time t , denoted by {s(·, t)}. This is denoted
by K ({s(·, t)}) and is simply the Kolmogorov complexity of the
concatenation of all configurations in {s(·, t)}.

Compressibility has been successfully used to identify turning
points in the time evolution of biological systems [89], locate in-
teresting rules in large rule spaces [5], and study artificial life [90].
In addition, Zenil established an ECA classification scheme based
on a lossless compression algorithm that is a combination of the
LZ algorithm and Huffman coding [91]. The resulting algorithm,
independent of CPU type, operating system, file system, and
character set, has an efficiency comparable to the Lempel–Ziv–
Welch (LZW) algorithm [92]. The LZW algorithm is currently the
best general purpose compression algorithm available; it forms
the basis for the gzip file format. Zenil’s classification considers
the Kolmogorov complexity of finite CA of size N evolving from
a simple seed.

Fig. 15 shows K ({s(., t)}) and l({s(., t)}) as a function of t
for some ECA rules. For Class II rules 95 and 50 and Class III
rule 82, the compressed length is far below the uncompressed
length and grows linearly with time. For Class III rule 30, the
uncompressed length starts to approach the compressed length,
indicating the appearance of significant complexity during the
CA’s time evolution.

Using the above method, Zenil ranked all ECA according to
their Kolmogorov complexity K ({s(., t)}), generated from a sim-
ple seed after 200 time steps [91] (Fig. 16). The first group
17
of rules in his classification consists of the 13 ECA with the
largest compression length: rules 30, 45, 73, 75, 86, 89, 101, 110,
124, 135, 137, 149 and 193. The second group consists of all
remaining rules. The first group can be divided into equivalence
classes which, as should be expected, yield roughly the same
compression length: Class III equivalence classes {45, 75, 89, 101}
and {30, 86, 135, 149} and Class IV equivalence class {110, 124,
137, 193}. Rule 109 has the highest compression length in the
second group. The second group can be split into the rules ly-
ing below, on, or above the line representing a compression
length of 1550. In the simplified Li–Packard classification (Sec-
tion 3.2.1), such a divide corresponds to SLP1, SLP2 and SLP3/SLP4
respectively. In general, Zenil concluded that the strings of con-
figurations of Class I and II CA are highly compressible while Class
III and IV CA yield strings whose compressed lengths asymptot-
ically converge to their uncompressed lengths [93]. Zenil suc-
cessfully applied the same approach to 3-state nearest neighbor
one-dimensional CA [91]. Classifying CA rules by their K ({s(., t)})
therefore provides a classification that is similar to Wolfram’s
classification.

It is useful to investigate how the initial configuration affects
the complexity of the resulting space–time pattern [91]. Class
III rules 22 and 109 are characterized by a sequence of phase
transitions when the initial configuration is varied. In contrast,
Class III rules 30 and 45 have a consistently high compression
length without exhibiting any discernible phase transitions. One
way to quantify the sensitivity to the initial configuration uses the
average of the absolute value of the finite difference approxima-
tion of the derivative of graphs containing the compressed length
of the string of configurations versus the initial configuration. This
is the so-called characteristic exponent ctn of CA, where n denotes
the number of initial configurations included in the average, and
t denotes the time step.

This characteristic exponent fulfills a role similar to the Lya-
punov exponents discussed in Section 5.7, except that the diver-
gence of CA trajectories is now measured using a metric based on
the compression length.
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Essentially, the compressibility ratio γCR (s(·, t)) can be used to
define Wolfram’s classification [93]:

• W1: {s(·, t)} has an asymptotic compressibility ratio equal
to 0.

• W2: {s(·, t)} has a compressibility ratio smaller than 1/2.
• W3: {s(·, t)} has a compressibility ratio of 1.
• W4: {s(·, t)} has an asymptotic compressibility ratio equal

to 1.

his definition provides a formal but uncomputable way to de-
ermine the Wolfram class of a certain CA.

.9. Spectral properties

Investigating the properties of s(·, t) for t = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1 in
he frequency domain can reveal interesting CA properties. Since
(·, t) is finite and discrete, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
18
can be used to obtain its representation in the frequency domain
ŝ(·, f ):

ŝ(·, f ) =
1
T

T−1∑
t=0

s(·, t) exp
(

−i
2π tf
T

)
, (34)

here f = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1. Ninagawa determined the spec-
tral properties of different ECA rules by investigating the power
density of a CA, defined as

S(f ) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

⏐⏐ŝ(·, f )⏐⏐2 , (35)

here N is the lattice size [94]. The power S(f ) at frequency
can be intuitively interpreted as the strength of the vibration
ith period T/f in the evolution of observation length T . From

Fig. 17, which shows the power spectra of different ECA rules,
the following conclusions can be drawn.
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Class I: The power density is low at all frequencies. The
steady-state behavior does not contribute to the power spectrum
since it consists of zero configurations. The short transients are
virtually random and lead to a low constant power density. If
a Class I rule leads to a steady-state of non-zero homogeneous
configurations, the power spectrum will exhibit a peak at f = 0.

Class II: The short transients again lead to a low constant
power density at all frequencies. However, here the steady-state
behavior is non-zero and periodic. This causes a peak in the
power spectrum at f = T/P , with P the period of the steady-state
ehavior.
Class III: The power density is relatively high and constant

t all frequencies. Such a white noise power spectrum indicates
lack of correlations and order in the temporal sequences of

he space–time pattern. The space–time pattern is causally de-
ermined by a deterministic rule, but the resulting time evolution
t a single site is virtually orderless. The white noise power spec-
rum has its origin in the randomness induced by the Class III rule
tself, not the randomness inherent in the initial configuration.

Class IV: For low frequencies, the power spectrum follows
power law. The dashed lines in Figs. 17(h) and 17(i) were

btained by a least square fitting to the power spectrum for low
requencies by ln S(f ) = α + β ln f . This indicates that the power
pectrum is proportional to f β , with f close to −1. A time series
ith this type of spectrum is called 1/f noise [95]. Since Class

V CA lead to unpredictable space–time patterns which depend
n the initial configuration, the spectrum depends on the initial
onfiguration as well. Still, a 1/f shape can always be discerned.
1/f power spectrum has also been found in other Class IV CA,
ost notably in the Game of Life [96].
1/f noise has been observed in an exceptionally diverse num-

er of physical and biological systems [95]. However, a universal
heory explaining its ubiquitous occurrence is currently lacking.
s mentioned throughout this review, Class IV CA lie in the
hase transition region between ordered and chaotic behavior:
liders and other interesting structures that interact in a complex
nd chaotic fashion are embedded in an ordered background.
he space–time pattern consists of alternating periodic phases
n which gliders are shifting in a periodic background without
olliding, followed by a sudden ‘burst’ that is caused by colliding
liders [94]. Such a burst causes a streak of temporal corre-
ations at certain sites. This phenomenon is sometimes called
intermittency’ or ‘intermittent chaos’ [97].

A 1/f spectrum indicates that the probability of a tempo-
al correlation with correlation length τ will decrease with τ .
anneville studied the relationship between 1/f noise and in-

ermittency in continuous dynamical systems. He concluded that
he 1/f spectrum suggests that such spectra can originate from
ynamics deterministic in the short term though unpredictable
n the long term [98]. This is precisely what characterizes Class IV
A. It should also be noted that 1/f noise is commonly associated
ith self-organized criticality [99], which occurs when a system
rganizes itself around a critical configuration, and which also
ccurs during the evolution of Class IV CA.
It is clear that the power spectral analysis of CA yields insights

hat could shed light on the relationship between the computa-
ional and dynamical properties of physical systems. The above
nalysis is limited to ECA. A spectral analysis of larger rule spaces
ould be useful.

. Global properties

In Section 5 we discussed the most relevant local parameters.
ere, we turn to global parameters instead. Those are derived
rom the set of all possible CA configurations that a certain CA rule
an generate at a certain time step, denoted as Ω(t). Since it is ei-
her impossible (infinite CA) or computationally expensive (finite
 o

19
CA) to cover all possible initial configurations, global parameters
will typically be based on theoretical results or extensive simula-
tion, as compared to their local and rule-table counterparts. Doing
so, one however gets a more comprehensive understanding of a
CA.

6.1. Attractor structure

One way of providing such a comprehensive overview is by
describing a CA’s attracting set.

6.1.1. Infinite CA
The concept of an attractor has also been used to study CA.

he notion of an attractor of a global CA rule Φ in the space of all
CA configurations SZ was defined by Hurley using the following
objects [100]:

• The ω-limit set of x ∈ SZ is the set of limit points of the
set of evolved configurations {Φn(x)}n∈Z and is denoted by
ω(x, Φ). The ω-limit set of a subset U of SZ is the union of
the ω-limit sets of all configurations in U and is denoted by
ω(U, Φ).

• A non-empty closed set A ⊆ SZ is an attractor of Φ if and
only if A = ω(U, Φ) where Φ(U) ⊆ U , i.e. U is a Φ-invariant
set.2

• A non-empty set Aq ⊆ SZ is a quasi-attractor if it is a count-
able intersection of attractors, but is not itself an attractor.

• Am ⊆ SZ is a minimal attractor (minimal quasi-attractor) if it
does not contain any attractor (quasi-attractor) as a proper
subset.

• The basin of attraction of an attractor A is defined as B =

{x ∈ X : ω(x, Φ) ⊆ A}. The basin of attraction of A
is the subset of SZ containing all configurations that will
eventually settle on A.

sing these definitions, Kůrka proved that every CA falls into one
f the following classes [20]:

• A1: There exists a pair of disjoint attractors.
• A2: There exists a unique minimal quasi-attractor.
• A3: There exists a unique minimal attractor different from

ω(SZ, Φ).
• A4: There exists a unique attractor ω(SZ, Φ) ̸= SZ.
• A5: There exists a unique attractor SZ.

Note that both Hurley’s definition of an attractor and Kůrka’s
attractor classification are applicable to any dynamical system,
not just CA. The classifications by Kůrka and Wolfram are linked
as follows: Class I and II CA belong to A2 ∪ A3, Class III CA
belong to A4 ∪ A5 and Class IV CA belong to A1. As with all CA
classifications, it is in general undecidable which attractor class it
belongs to.

6.1.2. Finite CA
For finite CA of size N , the space of all possible configurations

SN is finite with cardinality kN . This makes a complete overview of
the attractor structure possible. Furthermore, since the number of
possible configurations is finite, these CA are ultimately periodic
which guarantees that the dynamics will eventually settle on a
periodic attractor. Finite CA allow for a complete enumeration of
all configurations in SN along with their interconnections deter-
mining the structure of the attractors and the basins of attraction.
This allows for a less abstract approach.

2 If U is not invariant under Φ , then U may contain two configurations that
ead to a different attractor. If any two configurations in U are to lead to the
ame attractor, then one of the configurations must eventually evolve to the
ther under successive applications of Φ , yielding a Φ-invariant set.
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Fig. 17. Space–time patterns (a, c, e, g, i) and corresponding power spectrum (b, d, f, h, j) of ECA rules from different Wolfram classes [94].
An attractor along with the entire transient tree leading to
the attractor state is called a basin of attraction. The leaves of the
ree are the Garden of Eden configurations and the branches are
he transients leading to the attractor. The collection of all basins
f attraction is called the basin of attraction field. This is nothing

more than the space of configurations along with all the possible
interconnections specified by the CA rule. This means that for a
given rule, there are three kinds of CA configurations in SZ (or SN
or finite CA) that can occur during the evolution, namely Garden
f Eden, cyclic or transient configurations, where Garden of Eden
onfigurations constitute a subset of the transient configurations.
20
In the most extreme case, all configurations are Garden of Eden
configurations except for one (e.g. ECA rule 0). For irreversible
rules, the fraction of all configurations that are Garden of Eden
configurations tends to zero at a rate λN , where λ = 0.78 for
non-additive rules [101]. If the CA rule is reversible, there are no
Garden of Eden configurations. Cyclic configurations constitute
the attractor. If the CA rule is reversible, all configurations are
cyclic.

The convergence of configurations towards an attractor is
characteristic of dissipative dynamical systems [102]; CA gener-
ally fall under this category since the vast majority of CA rules
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re irreversible. A high degree of convergence is characterized by
ushy transient trees and a high G-density. This points to highly
rreversible, ordered dynamics. Alternatively, a low degree of
onvergence is characterized by sparsely branched transient trees
ith a low G-density. This points to slightly irreversible, chaotic
ynamics [4]. These observations led both Wuensche and Kaneko
o similar conclusions regarding the typical attractor basins of
inite CA for each of Wolfram’s classes [103,104]:

• Class I: Very short transients, a small number of attrac-
tors with short periods (mainly point attractors), very high
in-degree, very high leaf density (very ordered dynamics).

• Class II: Very short transients, a high number of short pe-
riodic attractors (but also point attractors), high in-degree,
very high leaf density. The number of attractors grows with
lattice size as eαN , with α ≈ 0.2 − 0.4.

• Class III: Very long transients, a few long periodic attrac-
tors, low in-degree, low leaf density (chaotic dynamics). The
number of attractors changes irregularly with N .

• Class IV: Moderate transients, moderate-length periodic at-
tractors, moderate in-degree, very moderate leaf density
(complex dynamics). The number of attractors increases
exponentially yet irregularly with N .

learly, the attractor structure of a CA provides a visual overview
f the CA’s properties such as the G-density, transient length, and
ehavioral class. To this end, Wuensche developed the Discrete
ynamics Lab simulation software [105]. Besides, the resulting
asin of attraction offers an interesting dynamical systems theory
iew on CA issues related to the theory of computation [106–
08].

.2. Topological dynamics

Wolfram’s classes each have analogous classes in the theory
f continuous dynamical systems. Kůrka defined a classification
nspired by general concepts from dynamical systems theory that
s applicable to both CA and continuous dynamical systems [20].
his classification is based on the topological concepts of equicon-
inuity, sensitivity, transitivity, and positive expansivity. Given a
etric space M, a map f on M and a metric d on M, these
oncepts are defined as follows;

• f is equicontinuous at x ∈ M if

∀ϵ > 0, ∃δ > 0 : ∀y ∈ Bδ(x), ∀n ∈ Z, d
(
f n(x), f n(y)

)
< ϵ,

(36)

where Bδ(x) = {y ∈ M; d(x, y) < δ} is an open ball with
radius δ centered at x. Equicontinuity of f at x indicates
that the orbits of x and all points in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of xwill remain arbitrarily close to each other.

• f is sensitive to initial conditions if

∀x ∈ M, ∀ϵ > 0, ∃δ > 0 : ∀y ∈ Bδ(x), ∀n ∈ Z, d
(
f n(x), f n(y)

)
≥ ϵ.

(37)

Sensitivity means that for every x ∈ M, there exists at least
one y ∈ M arbitrarily close to it such that the orbits of x
and y will eventually become separated.

• f is transitive if

∀U, V ⊆ M where U , V are open, ∃n ∈ Z such that f n(U)∩V ̸= ∅.

(38)

Transitivity means that for any two points x, y ∈ M, there is
in any arbitrarily small neighborhood of x a point whose or-
bit will eventually cross any arbitrarily small neighborhood
 r

21
of y. Transitivity implies that the system cannot be split into
two independent subsystems [57].

• f is positively expansive if

∀ϵ > 0, ∀x, y ∈ M where x ̸= y, ∃n ∈ Z : d
(
f n(x), f n(y)

)
≥ ϵ.

(39)

Positive expansivity means that the orbits of any two dis-
tinct points in M will eventually diverge, so positive expan-
sivity is a stronger than sensitivity.

These concepts can be applied to CA, in which case M is the
space of all possible CA configurations SZ, f = Φ is the global
update rule and the distance between two configurations C1 =

{s1(ci, t)}i∈Z and C2 = {s2(ci, t)}i∈Z is given by

(C1, C2) =

+∞∑
i=−∞

δ(s1(ci, t), s2(ci, t))
k|i| , (40)

where δ is the Kronecker delta function. This distance function
induces the standard topology on SZ. Now Kůrka’s classification
is defined as follows [20]:

• K1: All points (i.e. all configurations in SZ) are equicontinu-
ous under Φ . This implies that the limiting configuration of
the CA is reached in a finite number of time steps.

• K2: Some, but not all points are equicontinuous under Φ .
• K3: Φ is sensitive but not positively expansive.
• K4: Φ is positively expansive.

For arbitrary CA, we have Kůrka’s classification and Wolfram’s
agree as follows: Class I and II CA belong to K1 ∪ K2, Class III
CA belong to K3 ∪ K4 and Class IV CA belong to K2 ∪ K3. In some
papers, K3 is further subdivided [109–111]:

• K3a Φ is sensitive but not transitive.
• K3b Φ is transitive but not positively expansive.

t is again undecidable to which class an arbitrary CA rule belongs,
ecause whether a certain CA rule has a topological property
ike equicontinuity can generally not be determined without con-
idering the time evolution of all possible initial configurations
f the CA. However, in the case of ECA, the classification is
ecidable [112]. In the work of Schüle and Stoop [112], it was
ound that sensitivity is likely a condition for computational
niversality. This agrees with the previously discussed idea that
omplex dynamics is to be found in the transition region between
rder and chaos (Section 4.2), which corresponds to K3 in Kůrka’s
lassification [20].

.3. Formal language theory

Formal language theory provides a computational approach
o study the attractors generated by the CA evolution. When CA
ime evolution is regarded as a purely computational process,
he initial configuration constitutes the information to be pro-
essed. The structure of the output can then be described using
he mathematical theory of formal languages. Formal language
heory provides a useful analytical tool to study CA theory and
ts applications [113–116].

.3.1. Formal languages and CA
The set Ω(t) of all possible CA configurations generated at

ime step t by a certain CA rule constitutes a formal language
ver the alphabet Σ = {0, 1 . . . , k − 1} [26]. As an example,
ig. 18 shows three state transition graphs corresponding to reg-
lar languages over {0, 1}, corresponding to binary CA. Fig. 18(a)
epresents the set of all possible sequences of zeros and ones,
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Fig. 18. Examples of state transition graphs of regular languages over the
lphabet Σ = {0, 1}.

Fig. 18(b) excludes any sequence that contains pairs of adjacent
ones, and Fig. 18(c) represents the set of sequences in which an
even number of isolated ones appear between every 0110 block.
The increasing complexity in these regular languages is reflected
by the increase in the number of nodes. Letting α∗ denote an arbi-
rary number of repetitions of the string α, the regular languages
hown in Fig. 18 can be represented by ((0∗)(1∗))∗, (0∗(10)∗)∗ and
0(0∗)1(0∗)1∗ respectively. The non-terminals a, b and c hold no
pecial significance and can be omitted in the state transition
iagram.
The so-called Chomsky hierarchy is a hierarchy of formal

anguages based on the properties of the grammars required to
enerate the languages and characterized by the memory needed
o implement the rules of the grammar [117]:

• Type 0: A recursively enumerable grammar. There are no
restrictions on the grammar, which means that all gram-
mars are type-0 grammar. They require an indefinitely large
memory to implement.

• Type 1: A context-sensitive grammar. The required memory
is proportional to the input word length.

• Type 2: A context-free grammar. The required memory is ar-
ranged in a stack, with a fixed number of elements available
at a given time.

• Type 3: A regular grammar. Only finite memory is required,
which means regular languages can be recognized by a finite
automaton.

Any set Ω(t) of all possible CA configurations generated at
ime step t generated after a finite number of time steps forms
regular language [26]. The same is not necessarily true for the

imiting configuration Ω(t → ∞), which can be a non-regular
anguage [20]. A CA is called regular if Ω(t → ∞) is regular.
Culik described this result from a topological point of view [118].
Gilman proved that all CA are at most context-sensitive and
gives an example of a CA that is neither regular nor context-
free [119]. For ECA, it has been shown that rules 22 and 94 are
non-regular [120,121], while rule 122 is not context-free [122].

The number of nodes in the minimal state transition graph
that generates Ω(t), denoted by Ξ (t), is a measure for the com-
plexity of Ω(t). In a sense, Ξ (t) yields the shortest specification
of Ω(t) in terms of regular languages. For Class I and II CA, Ξ (t)
stays constant or increases at most linearly with time. For Class
III and IV CA, Ξ (t) increases rapidly with time, eventually leading
to a non-regular limit set Ω(t → ∞) [26].

6.3.2. The finite time set Ω(t)
Construction. Here, we will consider the construction of the min-
imal grammar of the regular language Ω(t).

Consider for example ECA rule 76 which has the following rule
table entries
111 → 0, 110 → 1, 101 → 0, 100 → 0, 011 → 1, 010 → 1, a

22
001 → 0, 000 → 0. (41)

Fig. 19(a) shows the corresponding De Bruijn graph [123]. Each
possible path through the graph corresponds to a certain initial
configuration in Ω(0). The sequence of arc values corresponding
to this path represents the updated configuration in Ω(1). In this
way, the entire set Ω(1) is represented by the De Bruijn graph
of the ECA rule. Note that, due to the irreversibility of rule 76,
multiple paths through the graph may correspond to the same
updated configuration.

A simplified state transition graph representing the same reg-
ular language can be obtained from the De Bruijn graph by finding
pairs of nodes where the arcs with the same values are directed
to the same nodes, and then combining these pairs of nodes into
a single node [124] (Fig. 19(b)).

The simplified De Bruijn diagram and its simplified versions
are non-deterministic finite automata (NDFA), since there are
nodes with more than a single outgoing arc carrying the same
symbol. Otherwise, we have a deterministic finite automaton
(DFA). Often, it is convenient to have a DFA that is equivalent
to the NDFA because DFA are more efficiently executable [125].
The former can always be found by the power set construc-
tion method [26]. The resulting DFA resulting can be simpli-
fied by joining equivalent nodes, which yields the minimal DFA
corresponding to the minimal grammar that generates Ω(1).

Any path through the minimal DFA yields a word in the
regular language Ω(1) [26], i.e. Ω(1) = ((0∗)1(0 ∨ 10)), which
indicates that partial neighborhoods in a configuration in Ω(1)
can overlap to form a full neighborhood. With this information,
the De Bruijn diagram for Ω(2) can be constructed, after which
the steps outlined above are followed to construct the minimal
DFA. Repeating this process shows that Ω(t) constitutes a regular
language for finite values of t and allows for determining its
structure. The above discussion is easily generalized to arbitrary
one-dimensional CA. Generally, the number of nodes in the De
Bruijn diagram of Ω(t) is k(|N|−1)t , while DFA size can be as large
as 2k(|N|−1)t

− 1 but is usually much smaller. On the other hand,
a generalization to higher dimensional CA is not straightforward,
as the De Bruijn diagrams cannot be used in this case [67,126].

Properties. Any path through the minimal DFA with length greater
than Ξ (t) contains a cycle, since it must necessarily traverse at
least one arc more than once. Moreover, Ξ (t) is a non-decreasing
function of time because for Class I and II CA, Ξ (t) either tends to
a constant value after only a few time steps or increases linearly
with time. For Class III and IV CA, Ξ (t) increases rapidly with
time. The upper bound on Ξ (t) is 2k(|N|−1)t

− 1 [26].
Many useful properties of Ω(t) can be derived from the adja-

cency matrix M of its minimal DFA. The (i, j) element of MX gives
he number of paths of length X from node i to node j. The sum
f all elements of MX is denoted by NΣ (X) and yields the total
umber of different paths of length X through the minimal DFA.
very such path corresponds to a sequence of length X that can
ccur in the regular language the DFA represents.
For large values of X , we have the following approximation

Σ (X) ≈ Tr[MX
] =

∑
i

λX
i ≈ λX

max, (42)

here λi are the eigenvalues of M and λmax is the largest value.
n the case of ECA rule 76, this yields λmax ≈ 1.839.

The set Ω(t → ∞) constitutes a Cantor space with dimension
(x)

= limX→∞

1
X

logk NΣ (x). If Ω(t → ∞) constitutes a regular

language, this reduces to S(x) = logk λmax.
Let L(t) denote the length of the shortest block that is excluded

rom Ω(t). For irreversible CA, Ξ (t) provides an upper bound
n L(t). In general, L(t) increases (not necessarily monotonically)
ith time, which means that progressively more distinct blocks
re excluded from Ω(t).
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Fig. 19. De Bruijn graph and minimal DFA for ECA rule 76.
Fig. 20. Minimal DFA corresponding to Ω(t) generated by ECA rule 128 during the first three time steps.
6

Class I and II. There are two options regarding the size of the
minimal DFA. In the first case, once the initial transients have
passed, the minimal DFA, and consequently Ω(t), are invariant
under the global transition function Φ or some finite iteration of
it [26]. Generally, the number of configurations in Ω(t) is infinite.
In the second case, the size of the minimal DFA increases linearly
with time, while it maintains its overall structure. Besides, L(t)
increases linearly with time. The dimension S(x) quickly tends
to zero for large t . More specifically for Class I and II CA, Ξ (t)
increases as some polynomial function of time [26]. An example
of this behavior is given by ECA rule 128, shown in Fig. 20.

Class III and IV. Class III and IV CA generate Ω(t) sets that cor-
respond to a minimal DFA whose structure becomes increasingly
complex as the number of time steps increases (Fig. 21).

Many Class III rules yield Ξ (t) that grows on average more
rapidly than any polynomial with time [26].

The limit set Ω(t → ∞)). The limit sets of Class I and II CA
constitute regular languages. However, for Class III and IV CA,
the regular language complexity of Ω(t) increases steadily with
time, yielding non-regular languages in the infinite time limit.
Limit sets of Class III CA generally constitute context-sensitive
languages while limit sets of Class IV CA seem to constitute
recursively enumerable languages [26].

The properties of regular languages can generally be found by
a finite number of computations. This is not the case for more
general languages such as context-free or recursively enumerable
languages. The most efficient way to determine the outcome of
such CA is achieved by simply simulating the CA itself. There is

no possible shortcut to determine the outcome (see Section 3.1.4). p

23
This implies that computation of the limiting configuration for
Class III and IV CA would require an infinite amount of computa-
tions, as opposed to Class I and II CA, for which a shortcut does
exist [26].

The computational approach to study CA highlights the unde-
cidability associated with many questions regarding CA behavior.
Many properties of CA limit sets have been investigated, where
it was found that all non-trivial properties of CA limit sets are
undecidable [118,127,128]. This is related to Rice’s theorem from
computability theory, which states that all non-trivial properties
of a program’s behavior are undecidable [129]. The above discus-
sion on formal language theory in a CA context concerns itself
with the limit set of one-dimensional CA starting from a random
seed. One can also look at the limit set of higher dimensional
CA [130] or the limit set of CA for other sets of initial configura-
tions [131]. In addition, another approach was formulated by Li,
who provided analytical and experimental results regarding the
spectra of regular languages generated by CA [132].

6.3.3. Language-based CA classification
Kůrka formulated the following CA classification based on the

complexity of the generated languages [20]:

• L1: Ω(t → ∞) is bounded periodic
• L2: Ω(t → ∞) is regular but not bounded periodic
• L3: Ω(t → ∞) is non-regular

.4. D-spectrum

The mean-field approach (Section 5.3) led Fates [133] to pro-
ose a classification based on the so-called D-spectrum parameter.
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Fig. 21. Minimal DFA corresponding to Ω(t) generated by ECA rule 126 during the first two time steps.
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Letting P ⊂ SN denote the set of configurations that appear in
the periodic part of the orbit of a finite CA of size N , Fates [133]
defined the D-spectrum as:

τ = |#1(x), x ∈ P|. (43)

The D-spectrum equals the number of different densities that
occur in the periodic part of the orbit of the CA, and induces the
following (global) CA classification [133]:

• P: a CA is periodic if there exists a constant Kp such that
τ ∈ [1, Kp] for all initial configurations.

• C: a CA is chaotic if there exists a constant Kc such that
τ ∈ [Kc, ∞] for all initial configurations.

• H: this class contains CA that are neither periodic nor chaotic

Here it should be noted that Kp and Kc have a fixed value for
all the rules in a given rule space. Using a numerical estimation
of the D-spectra for all ECA rules and comparing the resulting
(global) classification to Wolfram’s (local) classification, it was
found that Class P contains rules from Class I and II, Class C
contains rules from Class III and Class H contains all Class IV rules
in addition to some rules from classes I, II and III [133].

6.5. Rényi entropy

Entropy is a useful concept from statistical physics and infor-
mation theory that can be extended in many ways to CA [16]. A
generalization of Shannon’s definition of entropy is provided by
24
the Rényi entropy of order α. Given a discrete random variable
X with possible outcomes {x1, . . . , xn} and corresponding proba-
bilities P(X = xi) = pi, the Rényi entropy of order α, denoted by
Sα(X), is defined as

Sα(X) =
1

1 − α
logk

(
n∑

i=1

pα
i

)
, (44)

here α ≥ 0 and α ̸= 1.

.5.1. Global Rényi entropy and CA
There are several ways to define Rényi entropy in the frame-

ork of CA, depending on how the discrete variable X is defined,
whether finite or infinite CA are considered, whether spatial
sequences, temporal sequences or spatio-temporal patches are
considered, and whether the entropy is defined globally or locally.
Here, we first discuss the former, while the latter is the topic
of 6.5.3.

We consider the probability P(Ω) that a certain configuration
in Ω(t) occurs. For a finite CA of size N , an equiprobable ensemble
of initial configurations consists of all 2N possible initial configu-
rations, where each configuration occurs with equal probability.
The evolution of reversible CA preserves such an equiprobable
ensemble. However, most CA rules are irreversible (dissipative),
implying ensembles that are not equiprobable. The properties of
the more probable configurations will then tend to dominate the
statistical averages over the ensemble [11,101].
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The Rényi entropy can be defined for finite CA of size N by
using X = Ω(t) in Eq. (44) to arrive at

Sα(t) =
1
N

1
1 − α

logk

⎛⎝ ∑
C∈Ω(t)

(P(C, t))α

⎞⎠ . (45)

In the case of infinite CA, the same arguments apply, but the
umber of possible configurations in Ω(t) is infinite. One then
efines the block Rényi entropy by using X = S|B|:

α(|B|, t) =
1
|B|

1
1 − α

logk

⎛⎝∑
B∈S|B|

(P(B, t))α

⎞⎠ , (46)

here P(B ∈ S|B|, t) is the frequency with which the block B
occurs in the configurations in Ω(t). Now, the Rényi entropy for
infinite CA is defined as the asymptotic limit for large blocks of
the block Rényi entropy, i.e.

Sα(t) = lim
|B|→∞

Sα(|B|, t). (47)

Since the spatial correlation in a single configuration quickly
tends to zero as the distance between sites increases, Sα(|B|, t)
quickly converges to its asymptotic value for X → ∞. This means
that the block Rényi entropy is a very good approximation for the
Rényi entropy for sufficiently large |B|.

For α = 0, the Rényi entropy corresponds to the spatial set
entropy that considers the configurations that can be reached
at time t , regardless of the probability that they occur. In the
large time limit, the configurations occurring with a non-zero
probability in the statistical ensemble are typically configurations
lying on the attractor of the CA. This means that S0(t → ∞)
gives the fraction of configurations that is cyclic. The quantity
S0(t → ∞) is called the spatial set dimension and is denoted
by d0. Similarly to the theory of continuous dynamical systems,
d0 yields the fractal dimension of the CA attractor. If the attractor
is simply the set of all possible configurations (which is the case
for reversible CA), d0 = 1. When the number of configurations on
the attractor is finite, then d0 = 0. For Class III rules, the attractor
is usually some fractal subspace of the space of all configurations,
so 0 < d0 < 1.

For α = 1, the Rényi entropy corresponds to the spatial
Shannon entropy or spatial measure entropy. It considers the
probabilities of all reachable configurations at time t . It yields
the average information per site of a configuration at time t ,
so S1(t → ∞) yields the average information per site for con-
figurations lying on the attractor. S1(t → ∞) is called the
spatial measure dimension and is denoted by d1. This quantity
is similar to the fractal dimension, but also takes into account
the relative frequency with which the different points on the
attractor are visited. The spatial measure and set dimensions are
related through the following inequality: 0 ≤ d1 ≤ d0 ≤ 1.

6.5.2. Temporal entropies
So far, a statistical ensemble was obtained by fixing the time

t , and considering all CA configurations that occurred at that
time along with their corresponding probabilities. Alternatively, a
statistical ensemble can be obtained by fixing the lattice position
25
Table 2
CA spatial (d1) and temporal (d(t)1 ) Shan-
non dimensions for Wolfram classes
I–III.

Wolfram class d1 d(t)1

Class I 0 0
Class II >0 0
Class III >0 > 0

i, and looking at all possible temporal sequences that can occur
at that site along with their corresponding probabilities. The
definitions of the temporal Rényi entropy S(t)α (T , i) for finite blocks
ith length T are similar to that of the spatial Rényi entropy:

(t)
α (T , i) =

1
T

1
1 − α

logk

⎛⎝∑
B∈ST

(P(B, i))α

⎞⎠ , (48)

where P(B, i) denotes the probability that the temporal sequence
B occurs at site i. For α = 0 and α = 1 the temporal set dimension
d(t)0 and temporal Shannon dimension d(t)1 are obtained in the

→ ∞ limit.
Spatial and temporal entropies of CA are generally quite dif-

erent [16] (Table 2). Moreover, Class IV CA are generally too
npredictable to define meaningful dimensions [101].
When looking at the typical Rényi entropies during the CA

ime evolution as a function of the Langton parameter (Sec-
ion 4.2, it becomes clear that there is a sharp transition from
rdered to chaotic behavior, which shows characteristics of a
irst order phase transition. However, there are exceptional cases
here the transition occurs relatively smoothly, indicating a sec-
nd order phase transition [18]. The rules in such a transition
egion are typically Class IV rules.

.5.3. Local entropy
Local Rényi entropy can be defined for individual configura-

ions as the block entropy (Eq. (46)). Such an entropy parameter
s inherently local, but will be discussed here in order to prevent
scattered discussion of entropy. For |B| = |N|, the statistical

ensemble of blocks consists of all possible neighborhood con-
figurations along with the frequency with which they occur in
the configuration. In this case, the block entropy is called the
input entropy since the frequency with which different neighbor-
hood configurations occur is also the frequency with which the
different entries in the rule table are visited.

Fig. 22 shows how the input entropy varies during the time
evolution of four different ECA rules evolving from a random
seed. For Class I and II rules, the input entropy quickly drops to a
zero and non-zero value respectively. For Class III rules, the input
entropy remains high during the entire time evolution, reflecting
the chaotic and almost random nature of Class III CA. For Class IV
rules, the input entropy is high and shows a lot of variation due
to the complex nature of their space–time pattern. In fact, the
variance of the input entropy has been suggested as a measure
to detect Class IV rules [4].

6.6. Computational complexity

Computational problems associated with the long-term be-
havior of infinite CA are notoriously hard. Bar a few patho-
logical exceptions for one-dimensional CA, they are all unde-
cidable [134]. Nevertheless, when considering only the finite
time behavior and finite strings (subconfigurations) instead of
infinite configurations, the associated computational problems

become decidable. Naturally, this means that problems in the
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Fig. 22. Space–time patterns (a, c, e, g) and corresponding input entropy (b, d, f, h) of ECA rules from different Wolfram classes.
ontext of finite CA are also decidable. The computational com-
lexity of a certain CA problem generally strongly depends on
he dimension and rule [135]. Moreover, it has been proven that
here exist CA for which the following decision problems are
P-complete [135]:

• Given a string of length K over S, is there a predecessor
configuration that could have led to it in K time steps?

• Given a configuration that contains a string of length K over
S, will the string occur after K time steps?

• Given a temporal sequence of K states in a given site, is there
a string over S that could have led to it in K time steps?

Instead of considering finite blocks of length K , one can also
consider problems related to entire CA configurations. In the
case of infinite CA, it is possible to determine arbitrarily large
26
finite segments of the evolved configuration Φ(c) using only finite
segments of a configuration c ∈ SZ [21]. This provides a way to
model the computational complexity of infinite CA.

When it comes to CA classification, the computational com-
plexity of the configuration reachability problem (CREP) deserves
special attention. It addresses a central question in the theory of
CA [136]: given a CA, an initial configuration X and a final config-
uration Y , will X ever evolve to Y? As the infinite time behavior
of infinite CA is generally undecidable, generally the CREP will
be undecidable as well. However, as finite CA ultimately yield
periodic behavior, their infinite time behavior is not undecidable.
In this case, the CREP will generally be a PSPACE problem [67].
However, there are certain CA rules for which the CREP can be
solved more quickly. This makes the CREP an interesting problem,
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able 3
ummary of the discussed local and global parameters over the different Li–Packard classes.

LP1 LP2 LP3/LP4 LP6 LP5

Local

Simple seed evolution Evolution to zero Finite growth Periodic patterns Complex patterns Sierpinski patterns

Mean-field curves Stable fixed point
at the origin

Marginally stable fixed
point at the origin

Unstable fixed point
at the origin and
a stable non-zero fixed
point

Two or more fixed points Unstable fixed point
at the origin and
a stable non-zero fixed point

Two-point correlation High Intermediate Low

Difference pattern
spreading rate

Zero Highly variable Maximal

Lyapunov exponent Negative Positive

Compressibility ratio
γCR(s(., t))

γCR (s(·, t)) → 0 γCR (s(·, t)) < 1/2 γCR (s(·, t)) < 1/2 γCR (s(·, t)) → 1 γCR (s(·, t)) = 1

Spectrum S(f ) Low at all frequencies Low at all frequencies,
with a peak at f = 0

Low at all frequencies,
with a peak at f = T/P

1/f shape for
low frequencies

High at all frequencies
(white noise)

Local entropy
evolution

Zero/constant Intermediate/constant High/variable High/constant

Global

Attractor transient
length

Short Intermediate Long

Attractor type Point attractor Short periodic attractor Intermediate-length
periodic attractor

Long periodic attractor

Attractor
in-degree/leaf-density

High Moderate Low

Minimal DFA size Increases at most linearly with time. Structure remains invariant. Increases faster than linearly with time. Structure changes drastically.

Spatial entropy Low Intermediate High

D-spectrum τ τ ∈ [1, Kp] τ /∈ [1, Kp] ∪ [Kc , ∞] τ ∈ [Kc , ∞]
since its computational complexity induces a CA classification of
CA rules based on predictability [136]:

• When the CREP of a certain CA rule is a P problem, the rule
is called predictable.

• When the CREP of a certain CA rule is an NP problem, the
rule is called weakly predictable. This holds for additive CA.

• Rules that are not weakly predictable are called unpre-
dictable. These rules are computationally irreducible.

In this sense, predictable and weakly predictable CA are con-
sidered to be computationally reducible systems, as there does
exist some shortcut to determine the evolved configuration at
an arbitrary time step that is faster than simply evolving the CA
itself.

7. Conclusions

The aim of this review was to give an overview of the most
ommon approaches to classify CA, which is one of the main
pen problems in CA research [1]. The reviewed parameters
nd classification schemes originate from many different fields,
nvolving concepts from non-linear science, statistical physics,
nformation theory, computation theory and topological dynam-
cs, highlighting the interdisciplinary character inherent to CA
esearch.

We distinguished between parameters based on the rule table
nd those based on the space–time patterns, with the latter being
urther subdivided into local and global parameters. We framed
ur review along those three lines because of their different
ature, both in terms of the tools and methods required, as well
s their applicability and generality. There is no single all-purpose
A classification scheme. Each approach has its merits and suits
pecific needs, depending on the family of CA under consideration
nd the research context. Table 3 summarizes how the local
nd global parameters characterize different behavioral classes.
he table places LP6 between LP4 and LP5 in order to highlight
ow complex CA occur as a transition region between order and
haos, an idea central throughout this review that is applicable
o any dynamical system, not just CA [137]. Note that the entries
egarding attractor properties pertain to finite CA, not Kůrka’s
ttractor classification which applies to infinite CA.
27
Due to their simplicity and limited size of the rule space, as
such facilitating a comprehensive study of all possible rules, ECA
are the most studied family of CA. Consequently, the scope of
many approaches such as the two-point correlation function and
Lyapunov exponents is limited to this CA family. Moreover, some
approaches (e.g. the global classification based on the D-spectrum
and local classifications based on the Kolmogorov complexity and
spectral properties of the space–time pattern) are applicable to
arbitrary CA, but have only been investigated and applied to ECA.
Restricting to ECA is convenient, yet significantly reduces the ap-
plicability of the proposed classifications in real-world scenarios,
as CA that occur in real-world applications are generally more
complex than ECA [138,139]. Furthermore, more complex CA can
exhibit behavioral features which cannot occur in ECA due to
their simplicity, so conclusions drawn based on an investigation
of the ECA rule space cannot be extended to arbitrary CA without
deliberation.

Furthermore, this review highlights a clear dichotomy in CA
research. On the one hand, there is theoretical research that
focuses on analytical results from the theory of computation and
topological dynamics, while on the other hand there is a vast
literature on simulation-based research focusing on the statistical
properties of the simulated space–time patterns. In the context of
classification, the former is typically related to global parameters
while the latter uses local parameters. There is a significant gap
between both lines of research and cross-fertilization of ideas
is rare, yet is essential to bridge the gap between the theory
and phenomenology of CA. To this end, comparing classifications
based on local and global parameters may be a starting point.
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